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X. 
INTRODUCTION 
The ensuing study proposes to discuss the use o£ 
musica £icta, and the harmonic and melodic aspects 0~ cnro-
maticism as £ound in examples o£ the madrigal in the lat~ 
16th century and the early 17th century. To my knowledge, 
there is no extensive atudy o£ this subject in English, 1 
although it is treated briefly in historical textbooks s~ch 
as Reese's Music in~ Renaissance, ~instein's The Italian 
Madrigal, or ih monographs such as Gray and Haseltine's 
study of Gesualdo or Schrade's study of Monteverdi. A 
study of madrigalic chromaticism for the entire century by 
• 11 
Theodor Kroyer, ~ Anfange der Chromatik im italienischen 
Madrigals des 16. Jahrhunderts, was published in 1902. 
The plan of this thesis is to discuss aspects of ~he 
I 
Italian madrigal and the development of musica ficta first 
II 
as an introduction and basis for the study of cbromaticism 
IJ 
which follo-vrs. It will shoH that a great part of the c~.o-
matic usage in the latter part of the 16th centu~y is 
' basically an extension o£ musica ficta exploited in a con~ 
temporary idiom, including an understanding of cadential 
patterns, transposition, and major and minor chords, 
utilizing chromaticism as a method to create a more emo-
tional expression of the texts. 
This paper uses the Greek names applied to the 
modes during the 16th century. The numbered modes as 
'(; 
I • X~ 
found in Glarean' s Dodecachordon (1574) are often used ,, 
throughout the rest of' the century, as are Zarlino's (1558) 
with resulting confusion. 
Greek name Glarean _Zarlino 
Dorian 
Hypodorian 
Phrygian 
Hypophrygia11 
Lydian 
Hypolydian 
Mixolydian 
HYPomixolydian 
Aeolian 
Hypoaeolian 
Ionian 
Hypoionian 
I III 
II IV 
III V 
IV VI 
V VII 
VI VIII 
VII IX 
VIII X 
IX XI 
X 
XI 
XII 
XII 
I 
II 
Range Final 
D- D D 
A- A D •I 
E- E E ,, 
B- B E 'I 
F- F F 
a - a F 
G - G G 
D- D G 
A- A A I 
E E 
a - a 
G- G 
A I 
a 
a 
I, 
Zarlino, in renumbering the modes to co~nence wit~ 
the a mode (major), made another step in the direction of';' 
,, 
the tonality of the major and minor scales. By placing the 
Ionian mode in the position of prime Lmportance, he followed 
the contemporary trend of' the increasing use of the modified 
modes. It now becomes necessary to examine works (generally 
I 
sacred) which number the modes in which the work is 1--rri tt~n; 
whether according to the system of' Glarean (see the Palestrina 
Magnificat~) or of' Zarlino (the LeJeune Dodecacorde). 
0 
0 
0 
~ii ,, 
I 
Much o~ the previous s~udy in· this ~ield has been 
done within the framework of contemporary harmonic anal~y­
sis. I feel that tl1is is a grave error. Although verti~ 
cal concords may easily be compared to triads and sevent~ 
chords, the origination of this music was conceived as 
horizontal lines and, intervallic concords bet-vreen any tvr9 
notes. The rules of 16th centu~y counterpoint must be the 
basis o~ analysis. Hmv-ever, as discussed in Appendix A, i 
there are aspects of this period which lead toward homo-
phony. These .aspects, such as the harmonic relationship 11 
of two vertical concords or the decision of the composer 
to use a major or minor 3rd above the root in these triads 
allows the analyst to use modern terminology to define a 
V-r progression or C major triad ~or simplification or 
clarity o~ discussion. 
0 
0 
0 
C:t:ffi.PTER I 
TiiE ITALDU~ !1ADRIGAL 
The Disintegration of the Frottola Style 
The madrigal originated in a disintegration of the 
frottola style which crume about in the search for more 
,, 
adequate expression. 
II\ 
This continued search not only caused 
,, 
II 
the fall o~ the frottola and the rise of the madrigal, but 
was the basic impulse in the development and change of the 
madrigal throughout the 16th century, and was the basis of 
the chromaticism which, in turn, v.ras one of the f'actors in 
the death of' the madrigal style. The instrumental post-
ludes, 01 .. ripresa, ·which often follovred the frottola vJ"ere 
probably the basis of the polyphonic concept which g1 .. e1.; into 
this secular form. Early attempts in polyphonic vocal w~it-
1 
ing were instrumental in character. Undoubtedly this traps-
.. 
formation was abetted by Northerners with rigid contrapuntal 
I 
training who were interested in the fOlYa. The songlike ~d 
sometimes dancelike frottolic ~hYthm gave way to a rhythnic 
1: 
11 suppleness 11 , and the accompanied song 1\Tith a supporting 
bass and harmonic filling of inner voices became a motet-:: 
'i 
like polyphonic structure. However, the madrigal used 
harmonies in a freer manner and was less restricted in this 
sense. The voices became equal in importance, as in the " 
motet, and many o~ the motet's characteristics were trans~ 
plant eel to create a secular counterpart -vri th fugal entrances, 
0 
2 
imitation, use of the point system, and various other 
contrapuntal devices. 
,, 
It 'tvas 1-Jri tten to be performed by 
a number of voices and not for solo with accompaniment. 
The poetic textual form was used much less in preference 
to the free madrigal form. 
Formal Aspects 
,I 
'I 
II 
I 
Bembo defined the poetic madrigal fo~n as being 
practically amorphic. 1 With a working base of indefinite 
form it is not unnatural to find the musical structure 
" 
I 
II 
lacking in form. It was the more serious of the frottola 
·I 
types, 1'11ainly the canzone, 1-rhl.ch developed into the madr:L,-
gal style, while the lighter forms merged into the villa-
~! 
nesca. The canzoni of 1520 - 1530 might have been titled\1• 
II 
madrigali, for because of the freedom allow·ed by the poet,ic 
canzone form2 and coupled polyphonic manner of compositio~ 
there were fe1-r distinctive differences between the t;.'t,ro 
forma. The first specific use of the term 11madrigal!1 in 
16th century music was in the collection Madrigali de 
diversi musici libro pruaa, published in 1530 at Ro~e by 
Valerico Dorico. This publication was printed in part-
books rather than by the choir-book method utilized for 
;; 
frottole, an example that was followed by other publishers, 
linfra, p. 10. 
2 Infra, pp. lOf. 
0 
0 
c 
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in later madrigal publications. 
These early madrigals show their outgrowth ~rom the 
~rottole types by the parallel use o~ the mild polyphonib 
manner o~ the canzone and the chordal style o~ the light~r 
~orms and o~ the Claudin-Janequin type of chanson, which 
was growing in popularity in Italy. The simulated poly-
phony i.J"as gradually replaced by :beal polyphony 1vi th more" 
attention to equality o~ voices and the setting o~ the text 
to each voice. With the increase in the use of real poly-
phony, the clearly marked-o~~ phrases gradually resembled 
I• 
closer the point system o~ the motet; it became a secular-
texted motet in most aspects, the greatest digression being 
in the chordal sections that still prevailed enabling the 
composers to use 'ti!,amth and color ~or bettel" interpl"etati.ons 
o~ the text. 
Throughout the entire 16th century, the for.m o~ the 
madrigal was non-strophic, the varying mood of successive 
stanzas demanding not to be set to the same music. Each 
voice was o~ equal importance and individually set to the 
idea of the phrase, in contrast to the frottole where the 
superius displayed the prominent role. The texture might 
be either chordal or polyphonic/ The latter was a real 
polyphonic textv~e and probably due in part to the interest 
II 
of Netherland composers in the form during the first part 
0 
0 
0 
!14 
o~ the century. Although the madrigal was durchkomponiert, 
there are numerous examples o~ certain phrases being 
repeated, generally ~or ffinphasis or text. Very o~ten these 
repeats 1vere var•ied by real"rangement o~ the voices or by 
transposi ti.on. 
The madrigal is o~ten called the secular counterp~rt 
' 
of the motet. Although the contrapluntal, chordal, and 
~ugal style is used in the madrigal, the latter style fu§ 
seldom employed strictly in the pure ~ugal style o~ the 
point system throughout all voice entrances.3 
Rhythmic Aspects 
Strict rhythmic patterns and general truisms are 
o~ten lacking in non-strophic ~or.ms. This is true o~ the 
Italian madrigal. There are, hmvever, a ~ev-r rhythmic 
aspects worth mentioning. 
The early madl"igals Here composed in very much the I' 
same style as the contemporary motet or the precursing 
~rottola. As the ~orm continued, rhythraic independence 
o~ parts and syllabic chordal 1vri ting developed sic1e by. 
side. In the late madrigal, both styles -vrere joined in 
most pieces, the latter being used to a great extent in 
declamatory sections o~ texts. The rhythm o~ a madrigal 
depended to a great extent on the sense o~ the text, as 
3For a good discussion o~ madrigal ~orm, see Horris ,, 
R. o., Contrapuntal Technique 1£ ~Sixteenth Century, 
Oxford:Clarendon Press, 1922. 
0 
0 
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15 
did form and melody. 
Eins tein4 notes a narrative rhythm. in the madrigal 
I 
which is based on the French chanson. Many madrigals we,re 
written during the last half of the centu~y which are 
described by Dr. Einstein as 11 a canzone francese with 
Italian text". Opening with the typical chanson rhythm. 
J I .J J J J ). These texts were 
narrative, giving a graphic account of some subject. 
Polyphonic Aspects 
The polyphony of the early madrigal was simulated '1 
in that little attention rras paid to the importance of 
individual voices, the superius more often than not retain-
ing the prominence accorded it in the frottola. In reading 
through a list of early madrigal composers, one "t·rould indeed 
wonder if it was an Italian for.m at all, for most names are 
II 
'I 
either French of Netherlandish. Through.this interest the 
II 
counterpoint of the madrigal became much more erudite and·1 
intricate. In polyphonic passages, the joining of phrases 
paralleled the motet point system, while in chordal sections, 
voices were contrapuntally rather than harmonically con-
ceived. 
- I 
Fl~om the time the polyphonic idiom first realized a 
fir.m grasp on the form urrtil the end of the century the 
. 
4Einstein, Alfred, translated by ~r. Wager, "Narra-
tive Rhythm. in the Madrigal 11 , Musical Quarterly, XXXIX , 
No. L~, Oct., 1943, p. 475. 
0 
0 
c 
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'I 
'I 
various contrapuntal techniques o~ the motet are found i~ 
the madrigal. Fugal entrances (although generally not as 
strict as in the motet), imitation, inversion, canon, and 
other typical devices are used but only as they might 
enhance the declamation of the text, seldom merely as a 
. 
point of style. For this reason, the techniques are 
seldom employed in the strictest manner of application as· 
used by Palestrina, or in sacred music generally. Another 
liberty employed in the madrigal was that of chromaticism 
- the use of musica ficta is much freer, and the expel"i- ·
1
! 
mentation in this vein parallels the quest for the better' 
declamation and interpretation of the text. At the end of 
II 
the century this was achieved in a chordal styl~ more often 
harmonic chromatic sections. 
• ....h d t• .... . . 'I A point mentioned ~n v e secon sec ~on, perva~n~ng 
to the first publication 6f madrigali per se,5 is that the 
individual parts were published separately, each vTith text, 
" 
in contrast to the choir-book method used for frottole 
I 
I 
with text accompanying only the superius. Hel"e lies proof' 
of' the polyphonic concept for madrigal construction. 
Harmonic Aspects and ~Reformation of Modality 
Examination of the madrigal throughout the century 1 
" presents the question of·chordal relationship and progres-
sion toward a gravitational tonal center. Is this tonal 
7 
I 
I, 
center a pivot of tonal or modal thi1iking, are tonal tend-
,, 
encies merely vagaries within a completely modal system, 
or is musico-theoretical thought in a stage or Lmmature 
tonality? These questions have elicited antithetic answers 
II 
from many ~~iters and researchers on the subject. The prob-
lem is created by the permeation of musica ficta throughout 
the 1n.usic of the cinquecento vJi th increasing tendency as " 
I 
the century progresses. This pervasion is much greater in 
secular than in sacred music. 
Most theorists of the 16th century Cl.iscuss hovJ to 
determine which mode a v.rol"'k is r~i tten in. Pietro Aron, :i,n 
I 
II his treatise Tratt~ della natura,6 was one of the first 
to discuss this problem fully. The tenor remained within I 
the ambitus of the mode to which the piece should be 
assigned. This was a hold o-ver fl"'om earlier times, when 
the tenor sang the melody i.Ji th the o·l:iher voices around it 
such as in fauxbou~don, organur~, and the 13th century 
motet. Also, the final of the tenor was the final of the 
mode (as in the final of the bass) unless a coda is added. 
Tb.en the final of the mode appears in the bass 1.ri th the 
tenor ending on the third of fifth. However, where the 
range of the tenor vms to indicate l.Jhether the mode used 
was authentic or plagal, the natu~al range of the voice 
6Aron, Pietro, Trattato della natura ~ coqniz~ 
.9:1 tutti gli ~ §4. canto fj_e;urato, Venice, 1525. Trans- :~ 
l~ted in part in Strunk, crliver, SOUl"'Ce Readi~s !£Music I 
History, New York: W. W. Norton Co., Inc., 19 0 
0 
0 
0 
8 
part necessitated the use o~ both within one piece. A 
'I 
composition in an au·chentic mode, S A T B, would use the, 
authentic in the Superius and Tenor, but the plagal in ~he 
Altus and Bassus since these voice ranges are naturally a 
I, 
~ourth or ~i~th apart. 
Here we see the watering-down o~ the authentic and 
plagal modes. In the polyphonic complex, it was impossiple 
to remain strictly vdthin one ambitus only. The increas~ 
o~ musica ~i~na used in writing was another important 
~actor in the re~onnation o~ modality. Bb, originally 
utilized long be~ore polyphony, was constantly substituted 
~or B in both the Dorian and Lydian modes which recon-
structed the intervallic arrangement in these modes and 
made them similar to those o~ the Aolian and Ionian modes '• 
The f'requency o~ pll in the l·lixolydian mode pulled that mo4e 
tovJard the Ionian also. 
Fl~mn the twelve modes o~ Glareanus 1 Dodecachordon, 
these observations reduce the nu~ber to tln~ee - Aeolian, 
Ionian, and Phrygian. For the absorption ~~ the plagal 
modes into the authentic halved the number, and mus!ca 
ficta accomplished the rest. The reader should unders tandl, \: 
that the preceding were merely tendencies and not majorit~~ 
rule. Throughout the century the ti·rel ve modes were thor- 'I 
ougbly exploited although the Lydian became the weakest, 
. . th Bb . th . ....-o~ten appe ar~ng v-r~ J..n __ e s ~gna u ur e • 
Ho-vrever much there seems to be an increasing ~eeling 
,I 
0 
0 
0 
9 
f'or the major and minor modes during the century, there .. 
,, 
appears no sweeping movement toward tonality. A definite 
tonal center on which the piece closes is not found thro~gh-
I 
out the 'tvork. The opening notes and closes of' phrases a!>e 
I' 
seldom constant in declaiming or relating to a tonal center. 
Scattered instances may be found demonstrating a feeling 
,, 
of' tonality but examples are also found in Josquin, Obredht, 
d 
or Ockeghem. Normally a modified system of the regular and 
conceded modulations of Gregorian chant are used f'or the 
opening and closing of phrases. Modality retains its grip 
h 
on vocal music throughout the 16th century. 
' The beginnings of tonality, then, are found in the1 
modulations of' musica reservata, the ~irst step having been 
musica f'icta and the subsemitonium, but this was not enough 
,! 
even with all the 1119des (except the Phrygian) being major· 
and minor by musica ficta. True tonality was established 
only 'tvhen the dominant vras also set as a definite secondary 
point of interest. 
Iviadrigal Texts 
Throughout the f'rottola period, Italian lyric poetry 
had declined, hecoming merely a poor imitation of Petrarch 
(1304- 137L~). Serafino dall 1Aquila and Antonio Tebaldeo 
were the outstanding men, however. 
,, 
'I 
The return of literary, 
·I 
" 
standards was inspired chiefly by Cardinal Pietro Bembo 
(1470 - 1547), a Venetian nobleman an~ scholar. He was the 
papal secretary in Rome between 1512 and 1520, and in 1539' 
,, 
:~10 
was nominated Cardinal by ~aul III. He wrote in Italiart, 
'! 
not La·t;in, and was the :first to compose the :first rules 'of' 
Italian grrumnar - in Le Prose della volga~ lingua, pub-
lished in 1525 but written ten years earlier. Not only 
w·ere granlillatical rules set :forth but also rules i'or :form 
and composition of' poetrw. The new madrigal, not to be 
coni'used with the lL~th century madrigal, v-ras added to other 
establishe_d :forms oi' lyric verse at the time such as the 
1
, 
old canzone, sonnet, sestina, and ballata. Bembo, in 
Book II of' his Prose,? dei'ines the madrigal this way. 
11 F'l.,ee a1.,e such poems as are not bound either to a set 
number of' lines or to a_ prescribed rhyme scheme; but each
1 
:forms them as he thinks best; they are generally called 
madrigals. 11 The only :formal criterion :found is that i'or 
the number of' syllables to a line - usua~ly seven or eleven, 
occasionally :five. The n~mber of' lines varies :from six t6 
sixteen and averages ten lines. Very oi'ten the last two 1 
lines :form a couplet. 
Most of' the· poetic literature of' the l~th century 
madrigal imitates Petrarch, whose canzoniere were set 
of'ten and who was undoubtedly the most popular poet o:f the;: 
madrigalists. Exaggerated, high-i'lown metaphors, o:ften. 
7Passage translated by Einstein in The Italian 
:Madrigal, (Princeton University Press, Princeton, N·. J., 
19!j.8) 
0 
0 
0 
11 
repeated, forever relate the complaint of unrequited love. 
Howeve1 .. , "!:;here we1 .. e outstanding li·terary efforts that WE1re 
outstanding literary efforts that vJere often set and should 
I, 
be considered as the main body of serious work in the ma~-
rigal as an art-form. From the awakening of interest in 
I 
serious poetry by the frottolists until the last 20 or 30 
years of the century, poesia per musica disappears; the 1 
II 
music is set to the poetry which is the important aspect 
of a setting. The music is intended to express the content 
of the text, thereby creating a non-strophic for.m. 
The poems were of the various for.ms mentioned, both 
old and contemporary poets, including a few of the 1L1.th , 
century madrigals. ~lready mentioned were Petrarch's Can-
zoniere; a few p:.f l}ds madrigals i·rere set as well as some 
1 
ballata from Boccaccio t s Decameron, some Dante, ·the most 
popular being a passage describing the shrieks of the 
damned in Quivi sospiri from the Inferno. This canto 
was set by no less than seven different composers. This .1 
comprised most of the trecento literature dra1~ upon. 
Among the contempol"ary poets and their best knm~ worl-rs 
as set in madrigals were I{ichelangelo, Bembo (Gli Asolani) 
Sannazal"O of Naples vrho -vras the favorite of Marenzio (Ar- 1 
cadia), Ariosto (the often set Orlando furioso), Tasso· 
(Je.rusalem Liberata), Giovanni Guidiccioni, Luigi Dassola, 
and Guarini. Tmvard the end of the century, a great amount 
of poesia per musica is again found. This tends to be 
0 
0 
0 
written in a manner that the p:h.ras es and 't·JOrds :may be 
easily exploited in a musical setting. 
Relation of Music ~ ~ 
Since the madrigal form. arose from the necessity o'f 
a non-strophic, through-composed setting of poetry,8it isl 
rather obvious that the relation of music and text was 
extremely close. It was this that pl"'Ompted Marc' Antonio 
lYla.zzone da r·1iglionice to state that "the "t"JOrd should be 
. ~ 
the mistl"'ess of the music, not its handmaid11 ,9 and F.!azzone 
' 
to say, "The notes a~"'e the body of the :music~ but the 
words al"'e the soul 11 , in the introductions of his Book I 
ro1d IV in 1569.10 
Ntm1erous references are given in 16th centu~y 
treatises on Plato's opinion that melody is a combination 1 
, , r 
o~ speech, harmony, and rhythm. 11 Zarlino mentions this 
passage as· well as quotations from Horace and Ovid, and 
continues; 
••• Thus it will be inappl"'Opriate if in a joy-
ful matter he uses a mournful h~aony and a 
grave rhythm, nor where funereal and tearful 
8 Supl"'a, p. 2. 
9Einstein~ Alfred, The Italiro1 J:.1adrigal,, p. 223. 
10Ambrose in his Geschichte der Musik, 3rd edition 
(Leipzig, 1893), Vol. III, p. 163, clauas that the first 
time this passage is found is in a fore1-varcl by Johannes 
Ott to his ~lissae. 
llRepublic Boolr III tredecim, (Nuremburg, 1539). 
11 Hal"mony 11 here i..rnplies!ii6lody. 
0 
0 
0 
matters are treated is he permitted to use a 
joyful harmony and a rhythnl that is light or 
rapid, call it as we will. On the contrary, 
he must use joyful harmonies and rapid rhy-
thms in joyful matters, and in mourn£ul ones, 
mom"nful harmonies and grave rhythm.s, so that 
everything may be done 1~th proportion •••• 
he must take care to accompany each -vmrk in 
such a way that, if it denotes harshness, 
hardness, cruelty, bitterness~ and other 
things of this sort, the ha~uony vrlll be · 
similar, that is, somewhat hard and harsh, 
but-so that it does not offend. In the same 
way, if any word expresses complaint, grief, 
affliction, sighs, tears, and other things of 
this sort, the harmony will be full of sadness.· 1 
••• Wishing to express effects of the first sort, 
he will do best to accustom himself to arrange 
the parts of his composition so that they pro-
ceed with such movements as are without the · 
semitone, as are those of the tone and ditone, 
allowing the major sixth or thirteenth, which 
are naturally somewhat harsh to be heard above 
13 
the lowest tone of_the concentus, ro~d accompany-., 
ing these with the syncope of-the fourth or 
eleventh above this srone tone, using rather 
slow movements; with these he may use the 
syncope of the seventh. But wishing to ex-
~ress effects of the second sort, he will use 
(always observing the rules that have been 
given) such movements as proceed by the semi-
tone or semiditone or in some other similar 
way, often taking above the lowest tone of 
his composition the minor sixth or-thirteenth, 
which are naturally soft and sweet, especially 
when they are combined in the right ways and 
with discretion and judgment •••• The natural 
movements are those made between the natural steps 
of the music, where no sign or accidental step 
intervenes, and these have more virility than tho~e 
made by means of the accidental steps, marked with 
the signs # and b, which are indeed accidental and 
somewhat languid. In the same way there arises 
1
1 
from the accidental movements a sort of interval , 
called accidental, while from the natural move-
ments arise the intervals called natural. We 
ought then to bear in mind that the natural move- :i 
ments make the music some1·rhat more sonorous and 
virile, while the accidental ones make it softer 
and somewhat more languid. Thus·the natural 
movements may serve for the rest, so that com-
bining -vri th some judgment the intervals of the 
0 
0 
0 
major and minor consonances and the natural 
and accidental movements, we will succeed 
in imitating the v.rords Hi th a thoroughly 
suitable harmony. 
Then as to the observance o~ the rhy-
thms, the prlinary consideration is the mat-
ter· contained in the words: i~ this is joy-
~ul, we ought to proceed-with Si:J'if't and vig-
orous movements, that is, with ~igures carry-
ing St1i~tness, such as the mini.111 and semi-
minim; i~ it is mour~ul, we ought to pl~­
ceed with slow and lingering movements. 
The relation o~ music and text in the madrigal may 
be viewed as another outgro1..rth o~ hwn.anism. Although this 
may be termed one aspect o~ the uchicken or the eggn prob-
, -
lem, it nevertheless is present, and chromaticism is one 
o~ the most popular solunions for word-painting in the 
.I 
madrigal. Word painting by using word syllables to deter-
mine pitch t,ras connn.on throughout the century. In such 
words as misero, soleto, mi, ~-spiro, the word syllable 
I 
is expressed by the corresponding tone of the hexachord. 
The text ![ the crux o~ the madrigal - whose form~ 
melody, and rhythm depended on it. 
General ~t~ o~ ~iga~ Composers 
I 
The glorious wealth, splendor, and culture o~ 16th 
century Italy provided motivation for all music, and 
especially ~or secular music. The s~ptuous cou~ts o~ 
nobles cultivated beauty in all the Fine Arts as evidenc~d 
by painting, sculpt;ure, and archi tectu~e as tvell as music. 
12
strunk, Oliver, Source Readin~s in Music Historz 
(New York; vJ. 11. Norton &-Co., Inc. 19 0 )P'p:--2.56~~. Fi?om 
Istituzioni ar.moniche (Venice, 1558), Bk. 4, par. 32. 
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In these surroundings, musicians must have led cmnforta~le 
I 
lives. If gifted, their position was one of esteem, and 
I 
the humanistic philosophy of the times induced most people 
of rank to understand and ·judge worthily. This last point 
I 
is fortified by the test of time still recognizing the I I 
srume composers as outstanding who were praised and knovm 
in their own courts, or throughout Italy, or even recog..:1 
nized in othe~ ~-ropean countries both contemporaneously 
or posthumously. 
Their incomes apparently were based on cmnmissions 
granted for pieces, or salary when in steady employ of one 
man. Undoubtedly,_ commissions could be accepted from ·· 'I 
others than their 01~ employers. When seeking employment 
or favor of another noble, the composer might send one or 
I 
more madrigals dedicated to him for examination, or a 
published book of madrigals might be dedicated to "his 
most illustrious highness, etc." in a flattering manner,, 
sometimes seemingly obsequious. 
Many of the madrigal composers, (Festa, Arcadelt, 
Willaert, de Rore, Palestrina, Lassus, Monte, Wert, Merulo, 
the Gabrielis, the Naninos, etc.) were often employed in 
positions of Maetro di capella and wrote madrigals to 
further their income. During the last third of the century, 
this semned to be less frequent, possibly due to the rise 
of instrumental interest and specialization of' style .13 ., 
13 For a discussion of' style in the 16th century and 
its changes in the 17th century, see Append·ix,k;.p. 87. I 
0 
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During the first two-thirds of the century, the 
madrigalists mostly responsible for the shaping of the 
style and fol"'l11 of the madrigal ·Here Italianized Nether-., 
landers. The native Italians then claimed the leadership 
and through their Hark the madrigal beca.me more colorful 
and more emphasis was placed on the text. It was du~in~ 
this period that pure Italian experimentation leading 
toward the monodic style produced music that was more 
dramatic, expressive of personal emotions, and daring iT 
chromaticism. Although the Franco-Netherlandish composers 
I 
II 
in Italy had used chromaticism to varying modest degrees, 
the Italians of the last third of the century surged ah~ad 
I 
in not only experimentation of the chromatic art but valida-
" 
ted its use to greater extent in predilection of modern 
harmony Those who attributed greatly are Nicolo Vicen-
tino, Luca Marenzio, Carlo Gesualdo, and Clauclio ~1onte- 'I 
verdi. 
tl 
One other aspect of the madrigalists life during 
the last part of the century aided in the changes that 
1 
arose in the madrigal. This was a closer relationship 
•I 
of musician ~nether male or female, in sacred or secular 
fields, either vocal or instrumental. These groups, 
known as Accademia, Campagnia,. or Camerata, were found 
in many of the unportant Italian cities. ~wo of the 
better kno~rn groups were the Campagnia ~ Musici di ~' 
the present day Accademia di Santa Cecelia, (}furenzio, 
Palestrina, the Naninos, the Anerios, Stabile, Dragoni, 
0 
0 
0 
rl, 
Soriano, etc.), and the Florentine Camerata of Count Bardi. 
' 
' I' 
r, 
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CHAPTER II 
l.VlUSICA FICTA 
Musica ficta - a definition • 
. Musica ficta is the "Theory of chromatic tones, ;j 
that is, of the tones other than those contained in the 
diatonic scale based on the hexachordn. 1 Whereas chroma~i­
~ism is a general term connoting the alteration of the dia-
tonic scale ·of numerous scale s.ystems, musica ficta is a 
historical term relating to the musical theory of altering 
J 
the ecclesiastical modes in the lOth uadthe 16th centur~es. 
It was not an arbitrary use of accidentals, but a practfce 
which set forth a number of rules. As is often the ~ase, 
the theory was set forth to explain or excuse what had al-
ready been done. These rules and the various synonyms by 
which musica ficta was known will be discussed throughout 
this chapter. 
Musica ficta in monoEhony. 
" The Church, during the monophonic period, attempted 
to maintain its chant in a pure form through strict use 'of 
the ecclesiastical modes. This was based on the belief ~< 
that sacred music should present a marked contrast to 
secular music; tpat there should be no bond between 
1Apel, Willi, "Musica Fictan, Harvard Dictionary 
of Music, p. 465. 
0 
0 
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I 
religious and mundane experience. Thus, the apparently• 
strict diatonicism of Gregorian Chant is found with the 
I 
exception of occasional b-flats. Boethius' (c.480-524) 
De institutione musica and Cassiodorus' (c.485-580) 
Institutiones, the chief theoretical treatises before 
,, 
19 
the 9th century, 1·Tere not 11ritten by men vrho -vrere basically 
musicians, and merely carl"ied on the theorw of the Greek; 
systems. We find little of value relating to mus'ica ficta 
in these "tvorks. They carry into the Middle Ages the Greek 
theory of modes which included Bb. 
Odo of Cluny (c. 942) appears to be the f'irst to cbn-
,I 
struct the basic gamut to be used for the hexachordal sys-
'I 
tem by extending the double series of A - G by adding 
r (Gamma) and a'. This inclu.,des the b-flat and b-natural: 
Example 1. 
r A B c D E F G a h h c d e f g ~ 
(G A B d a e f g a bb b c' d' el ft g' at) 
B-flat was included in th~ hexachordal " system based 
on the 1.vork of Guido d 1Arazzo (b. 995). The hexachord 
(T T S T T) is the midpoint bet1..reen the Gl.,·eek tetrachord 
and the modern octave systems, and although Guido was not!: 
the sole originator of this swstem, he v.rrot.e the earliest•, 
accepted treatise and is quoted even throughout the 16th , 
century. His gamut· extended from (G) to 8: (d 11 ) including 1 
six hexachords on , C, F (using b-flat), G (using 
1 20 
b-natural), c, and f (using b-flat): but by the 13rh ~en­
tury the gamut was extended to ~ ( e") and is shown in'' Fig-
ure l. The type of hexachord was determined by the use 
of B. That which had no b or b-flat was called the hexa-
chordum naturale or musica ~' starting on C. The shape 
of the b when notated in early manuscripts determinedl!its 
name, i.e., b-natural was written an~. called b durum (durus; 
'I 
hard, angular): b-flat was written and called :£ molle ;; (mollis; 
soft, round). 2 Thus, the hexa~~ord designation was d~-
rived from the B which was used - hexachordum durum i~cluded 
b-natural and started on g, while hexachordum molle neces-
sitated the b-flat and started on f. 
Since the modes spanned a range of an octave ptus, 
solmization used a process known as mutation t-o shift l'tfrom 
,, 
,, 
one hexachord to anotherl The singer simply changed the 
,, 
syllables from one hexachord to another which included 
the proper intervals at a convenient point, preferably so 
,, 
I 
that the semi-tone mi-fa would be retained in the new., 
II 
ti I 
II hexachord .. 
,, 
Example 2. 
ut mi fa re mi fa mi sol ut mi sol re mi re fa 
I 
bb a 
,, 
c e f g a c c e g a b a " c 
I 
2This is the origination of the German terms du~: 
and moll for the major and minor modes. From b ·dur~(b) 
developed the present signs for the natural (~} and th~ 
sharp {~) and from b molle (b) the sign for the flat (b) . 
A pel, Willi, Harvard Dictionary of Music, "accidentals,", 
p.8. 
21 
o~ Figure 1. 
e la e 
a 1a sol 
c sol fa c 
g mi 
€~ fa 
a la mi re a 
g sol re ut 
D. 
£ fa ut 
M. 
e la mi 
d la sol re 
c sol fa ut 
N. 
0 b mi bl:- fa 
a la mi re 
G sol re ut 
D. 
F fa ut 
M. 
E la mi 
D sol re 
c fa ut 
N. 
B mi 
A re 
r ut 
D. ,, 
0 
0 
0 
0 
··~ 
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The frequent use of Bb in Gregorian Chant has been 
explained in various ways. The rules of musica ficta'in 
polyphony exempted the use of the tritone harmonically and 
therefore melodically as well. 
,, 
Editing must have been done 
l 
in the period, resulting in many of the notated flats. And 
I' 
the rule itself may have been based on previous practic\es. 
Transposition to the upper fourth or fifth would 
'• 
. # 
hide Eb or the f# and g which were implied by the author 
of the Musica Enchiriadis.3 
In the secular monophonic music of Europe through-
out the Middle Ages there was an increasing affinity to'' 
the Dorian, Lydi~n, and Mixolydian modes. The Dorian with 
Bb becomes a minor scale. The Mixolydian shows a tendency 
to use the major third above the first degree, and the 
leading tone is often edited sharp. The flatting of B 
in the Lydian mode creates a major scale. This tendency 
intermingles with polyphonic rules of musica ficta -
coming from and leading toward the raised leading tone, ,. 
the final major triad, and a semitone above the third. 
Musica ~icta in Polyphony. 
In the earliest full account of organum, the 
Musica Enchiriadis, the author describes simple organum 
3A 9th or lOth century treatise whose author is 
unknown. See Reese, Gustav. ])tiusic in the Middle Ages, 
p. -158. 
at the fourth, 4 
Example 3. 
, . . " .. , 
--;----+ _ , . ,.,. ~-
# .. ~~.·~ . (\ . .. 
1u f''l-+,.;"t st ... ·,a•·-fA-_ous es ~·-I. -"3 
and states that alteration is necessary. 
He makes no mention of alteration needed in organum of the 
fifth. His gamut may have been composed of disjunct tetra-
chords 
Example 4,. 
.. ... 
.. 
perhaps borrowed from Byz?,ntium so that dimin-
5 ished fifths could not occur. 'I'his gamut was probably not 
in general use as authors later criticized its use. 6 
4tfeese, Gustav. lv1usic in the l~1iddle Ages, p. 254. 
5aombosi, Otto. 
fr~ihen lVlittelalters". 
p . 21. 
"Studien zur Tonartenlehre des 
Studie II, Part 2 in Acta XI, 1939, 
6Hermannus Contractus and Wilhelm of Hirsau. See 
Reese, Gustav, lvmsic in the Middle Ages, p. 255. 
The Musica Enchiria~is describes how the tritone which 
arises between the third note of one tetrachord and the 
second note of the tetrachord above it can be eliminated -
by not allowing the ~ organalis to pass below the fourth 
tone of the lower tetrachord. This results in free organum? 
Example 5 . 
t ..,.~ ... ~ .:0. +' , , 
vf':!- "'':!"'' .,.c.,. 
K'ex cce- l;. Lh- 01 ·, • ne 
, .. 
r ' 
, ...,... •" -
, .. 
... m<:l·l'l~ U'l·j; -SO- 11• 
Nevertheless, the use of the Uuidonian gamut seems to be 
the accepted practice. 
Cognizance of chromatics at this early point in the 
development of Western music is very apparent in the writ-
ings attributed to Odo of Cluny (d.942) contemplating the 
transposition of the gamut G - ~ to A with c# and £#, to 
C with eb and to D with ftt · $ 
Although sharps and flats are found in music of the 
12th and 13th centuries, many times they are not notatedQ 
An early name for the accidental was signum asininum (ass's 
mark) , which when inserted by the composer lJ'Tas considered 
?Reese, Gustav, Loc . cit.; p . 255 . 
$Willi Apel, fflVlusica Ficta" , Harvard Dictionary of 
Music, p . 465 . 
a reflection on the competency of the singer. Definite 
rules were understood and applied by performers to avoid 
the tritone and "create" harmony that sometimes seems to 
be a preference for the major mode . 
Johannes de Garlandia, prominent in the first quarter 
of the 13th century, wrote in his treatise De l~<msica 
l~lensurabili . 
Error of the third sound is (the technical name 
for) setting right discrepant sounds . 'There are 
four rules. 
First rule . In an ascent by (three) whole tones 
both the sem~tone, which would come next, becomes 
a tone, and the last tone (of the three) a semitone 
(by synemenon) • 
Example 6 . 
Second Rule. If we fall a tone and then rise by 
(what is really) the third tone, then as before, the 
tone or (more properly) the sound will become a semi-
tone by synemenon . 
Example 7. 
)( 
j J j ! 
Third Rule . Whenever ascent is followed by descent, 
it is the ascent which has to forgo (the semitone) . 
And it does this sometimes by means of the synemenon, 
sometimes not, as here . 
Example e. 
£ X ~ } ! \ I . .. 
Fourth Rule . (If) a series of (diatonic) sounds 
occurs, whether it has ended with a tone or a semitone-
and it comes (most) suitably at a close - it will have 
a semitone for its last interval but one, whether 
that was originally tone or semitone. 
Example 9 . 
)( 
J , r f: 
These rules hold in plainsong but are sometimes 
relaxed in discant, to suit the nature of the har-
monies this requires. For fine discant ought to 
accomodate its melody to that of the original voice, 
raising or lowering it, so as to conform to the har-
m?ny a~ far as may be, in obedience to the rules here 
g1ven. 
9The Oxford History of Music, Vol I. Ed., H.E. 
~wooldridge, p. 331 ff. Translation by A .H. Fox Strang-
viays . 
' 
1/1 
These rules were all used to help avoid the tritone . 
The second rule was to develop , into the theoretical rea-
son for the use of the subsemitonium or leading tone . 
'fhe Introductio Ivlusicae by the same author defined 
musica falsa {synonomous with musica ficta); "Music is 
called ficta (sic) when we make a tone to be a semitone , 
and conversely, a semitone to be a tone . For every tone 
is divisible into two semitones, and consequently the semi-
tonic signs can appear between all tones . 1110 here, then, 
in the early part of the 14th century, is at least the 
theoretical chromatic scale . In the 13th and 14th cen-
turies, rules were applied both melodically and harmon-
ically. Melodically, the tritone problem was usually 
solved in these ways; if the interval or melodic line 
ascended from F to B, particularly when turning back, the 
B was flattened . 
Example 10 . 
r 
lOLoc. cit., 275 . 
Example 11 . 
:la 
d . b b an the rule extended to create E and A · 
' 
' . i J 
~ 
I 
if a tritone would occur when moving from B to F, the F 
was sharpened . 
Example 12 . 
Una ~ super la semper est canendum fa was 
the rule for flattening B between two-xts . 
Example 13 . 
i ,.. \ t J , II' 
It was also 
applied to Eb and Ab in transposition . h reversal of this 
rule, from the second rule in De l'lusica 1qensurabili above, 
altered an F between two G's and, eventually, a G between 
t\'VO A's and the C between two D' s . In the Guidonian 
system sol fa sol, la sol la, and ~ ut re were sung fa 
mi fa. 
Therefore, by the early 14th century, there was 
knowledge and use of twelve tones from C to C, one of 
h b . h . 11 t ese tones e1ng en armon1c. 
C- C#- D- Eb- E- F- F#- G -(G# -Ab) -A -Bb- B 
12 Willi Apel notes other melodic considerations of 
B. In conjunct motion, the B is usually natural, 
Example 14 . 
but flat-
tened when connected by leap with the preceding or foliliowing 
tone. 
Example 15. 
l r , i J 
11 Cf . post, P. 36 
12 A pel, \Jilli. The Notation of Polyphonic J.Vlusic, 
900-1600. The r"ledieval Academy of America, Cambridge, I>'lass. 
1949. p. 104. 
lQ 
These were used at the composers' discretion and possibly 
should not be seriously considered here for Apel's findings 
are based primarily on organ tablatures . 
Ugolino d'Orvieto (fl.c. 1400) is one of several who 
discuss the harmonic aspects of musica ficta. Fifths, 
octaves, and twelfths must be perfect; chromatic altera-
tions must be made should imperfect intervals ard:se . ~dth 
Garlandia's second rule (quoted above) , the subsemitonium 
was created in the use of the next rule - sixths before an 
octave shotb.ld be major . With the exception of the cadences 
on E, F, and C alterations were necessary. Only in the 
phrygian cadence to E did the whole tone step below the 
final remain. 
Example 16 . 
t ~E iJ li; ll;i PI~ !IJ 1'$ II 
1 J'fi # !J 1& ~\~ a lfi II 
A third expanding to a fifth should be major , (Example 17), 
and a trlird contracting to a unison should be minor, (Ex-
ample 18) . 
Example 17 . 
i\ I I I I I n... 
v ::;:> 
7 T , I 
_1 ~ , 
...... 
, , k 
~ ~ I I T I , 6- I t 
v; _ s·, _ bi - l; _I.).., 01>1-t'll -OW! e+ 
I I , I , 
i11- v; .s;_ b;_l;- u""l. 
r 
I .I -, 
0 X 
Example 18 . 
These rules were observed by both composers and per-
formers . However, there were alternating periods of abun-
dance and paucity of accidentals. This seemed to reflect on 
the performers ability, for when the performers became lax 
in applying the rules composers would write them in . Still, 
many accidentals were written that theorists ascribed causa 
pulchritudini~. 
At the beginning of the 15th century, Prosdocimus 
de Beldemandis descrioed a complete chromatic scale, but 
stated that D# and A1l were rare. 17 
32 
Transposition in the 14th and 15th centuries was 
considered only as applying to the hexachords. 'rhat is, 
a hexachord with its set intervals might be transposed, 
even within a piece, but not the entire piece. In England 
the theorist John Hothby (d.l487) \'las able to erect hexa-
h ff d Db 18 c ords on F an . 
The following is an example showing the abundance Qf 
notated accidentals - the Credo from a Mass by Guillaume 
Legrant {listed among ~he Pope's singers from 1419- 1421). 
The tritones appear only in the countertenor, the two 
lower parts may have been written for instruments. The 
example includes many accidentals that theorists ascribed 
causa pulchritudinis. 19 
Example 19. 
t""1 
~ 
~ 
\) 
IL 
I. 
't" , 
I I _L i I 1 
, 
i F 
Et ete 
* , 
l7Reese, Gustav, ll.<lUsic in the lVliddle Ages. p . 382. 
181oc. cit., p. 382. 
l9Reese, Gustav. Musi c in the Renaissance, p . 24. 
Example from Harvard Ant~ology OT ~ic. Ed. Dav1son and 
Apel. p . 60. --
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Example 19, (continued) . 
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CHAPTER III 
CBRO~~TICISM IN THE LATE MADRIGAL 
Chromaticism - ~ definition 
Chromaticism is the altering of the diatonic tones 
II 
of a scale and the use of these tones. As elementary as 
the definition is, varying degrees of complexity have 
arisen from this aspect of harmonic theory. Some degree , 
of chromaticism may be found in each period of musical 
thought of the L'Jestern 1-rorld throughout its recorded his-" 
tory. 
The ter.m is used in Greek musical theory to denote 
one of the three genera of tetrachord manifestations: 
diatonic, chromatiq, and enharmonic. In the music based 1 
on the ecclesiastical modes during the !~ddle Ages and the 
Renaissance, chromaticism is embodied in the rules of musica 
ficta~ Beginning around 1600, chromaticism became more of',: 
the genre it is kno'W!l ·boday. Tonality, t..rhich the music a 
ficta of the previous periods had foreshadotved, was one of' ,1 
the important factors in this ch~~ge. Chromaticism in the 
transitional period betvreen musica ficta and tonality is 
studied in this paper. 
lsupra, p. 18 
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~ ~ ~ Extension 2£ Previous Theory. 
0 
C. 
Following the Bmaanistic tendencies of the period, 
16th century composers 'tvorked to recreate the mood or 
thoughts of' texts Hith their music in order to bring about 
' 
a closer alliance betvreen music and poetry as they felt the 
ancient Greeks ~~d done. 
I 
The 1vritings of such men as Plato, 
'I 
Aristox.enus, Aristotle, and Cleonides vrere studied avidly,, 
for the key to this perfection. The theory embodied in t4e 
theses of Gioseffo Zarlino2 has been termed in modern par..:1 
lando, n'(.ITord-paintingn. 
By the middle of the century, sacred music in the 
idealized 'Palestrina style' made use of only five acci-
dentals, B~, Eb, F#, c#, and G#. The flats were used for 
the avoidance of the tri tone and Ab i.Jas sometimes used in 1 
I 
transposed modes - G-Dorian, A-phygian, and F-ionian -
actually the Ab in such instances 't·Tould be a transposed: 
-1/. The sharps were used to render major the finals - Fff 
_If-
in the Dorian mode, c" in the Aeolian or A-phrygian modes, 
.f!:n& G{f: in the Phrygian mode. Other1vise, all vertical con-
cords -vrere treated diatonically except in follovring the 
rules of musica ficta, and occasionally to treat an opening 
It 
concord as major. Although to modern ~~~nciples this dearth 
of variation might seem restricting, the Church at that 
time, follovting the precepts of the Council of Trent, leaned:11 
2supra, pp. 12ff. 
0 
0 
0 
1:36 
,, 
toward the purification of the ecclesiastical modes. 1' Nat-
" ,I 
urally the accidentals l~~d to distortion, and the Church 
I, 
made many attempts to retain the pure modes so that the 
music might not acquire a flavor of the sensuousness which 
was increasing in popularit~ in secular music. 
Here lies the reason for the influx of chromaticism 
,, 
into the madrigal. i! And the madrigal form was chosen for 
'I • 
this experimentation extensively at the end of the ce~tury 
because of its texts, and 
performed in small select 
I' 
I, 
possibly becaaae this music I' was 
I! 
groups whose members were sym-
'i 
pathetic to the composers' intentions. Gradually chromati-
,. 
I 
eism was accepted into the other forms and eventually' even 
into sacred music in a modified and less extensive use. 
:j 
The logical progression in the use of the enharmonic 
tones of the accidentals already in use is interesting. 
The flats appear as in the downward progression of the cir-
cle of fifths beginning with F# (the enharmonic of ab) and 
proceeding to A# (the enharmonic of Bb)~ 
Figure 2. 
Bb b Ab Db Gb E 
Aft n# cl c# II 
(Early chromatics} 
(Later extended enharmonic chromatics) 
I' 
Although the chronological appearance may not £e 
I 
exact and c·ompletely conclusive, it is true as near a~ I 
0 
0 
0 
can observe. It is extremely logical as 
experimentation. It might also be noted 
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I~ 
a development.' of 
that the A#, the 
I 
" enharmonic of the first chromatic step, is about the lrst 
of the steps between the diatonic tones to appear. 
accidentals mentioned above are all non-diatonic. 
Th1~se 
I 
We shall 
see examples of the use of E# andE~, but none of Fb or cb. 
I 
Within the confines of a single madrigal, Gesua.!ldo 
I• 
and others often used most of these possible accidentais. 
II 
In Moro lasso Gesualdo uses; 
Example 20. 
G c# nb D n# Eb Ffl F F# G df A A# Bb B 
in Tu m'uccidi, o crudele; 
Example 21. 
C c# nb D n# Eb F F# G a# Ab A A# Bb B 
and in Merce! grido piangendo; 
Example 22. 
C c# D n# Eb E Ef F F# G G# A A# b ~ B B B • 
I' 
,, 
•' 
The cause for the appearance of these extended eh-
,~ 
harmonic tones in the musical literature of the late 16th 
century was based for one reason on the desire to cons~ruct 
major and mfunor triads on more degrees of the scale; an 
I, 
extension of the chordal idiom, and a ramification of ?he 
I 
resurgent interest in the chordal style. The Db, for 'ex-
1• 
ample, was used to render minor the triad on Bb. A ma11jor 
" triad had been built on this tone throughout the centu~y. 
I' 
II 
0 
0 
0 
,, 
I• 
.. 
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I. 
These triadic uses of chromatics are discussed in th~ next 
I• 
section. 
Another factor c;tffecting the increase of alter:
1
ed 
tones is the tendency toward the major scale by the ulse of 
II 
the subsemitonium or leading tone. In the Ionian and: Lydian 
modes the subsemitonium is diatonic. The Ionian mode' was 
• I 
I 
•I 
not used extensively, rather it seems that composers 'pre-
ferred to imply it through alteration of the other modes. 
The Lydian mode was the first to acquire the major cHarac-
11 
,: 
teristic with Bb used to avoid the tritone. In the ~·rans-
" 
posed Lydian mode Eb (in a key signature of one flat )J: and 
b ' A (in a key signature of two flats) were used by ext{, ending 
II 
II 
the musica ficta rule "una nota supra la semper est canen-
11 
dum fatt. The subsemitonium was constructed in the o-e:her 
----
modes using F# in the ~Iixolydian and c# in the DoriaJi modes. 
G# in the Aeolian and Dff in the Phrygian modes were occa-
sionally used, although the characteristics of these 1modes 
tended to be retained. The subsemitonium changes wePe 
,, 
legalized through the musica ficta rule inverting the 
I 
II 
above Bbrule. However, these sharps are not necessa~ily 
I' 
used throughout the work so it would be more correct ,;to 
state that the subsemitonium is used in cadences. 
ing are two examples which illustrate this point. 
Fdllow-
11 In 
Marenzio's Madonna mia gentil, the final lies in the,trans-
posed Dorian mode. The F# (c# transposed) does not ~ppear 
II 
I• 
until the fifth measure of the example yet there is ~n F 
,, 
l' 1 
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in measures i , 2, and 3 . Iviodern harmonic analysis would 
show the passage mainly on the tonic with a I - V - Ia -
V - I cadence . The rt chord here is a typical use of the 
"consonant fourthn created by a suspension . One might rea-
son that the lack of the pf is a form of the minor mode, 
but the Eb is missing likewise . 
Example 23 • 
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At the end of Gesualdo's Tu m'uccidi, o crudele, 
the F#, ~' and c# implying a major scale of A are absent 
except in the last and penultimate measures . Analysis of 
other works will show the same aspect, that the sharps are 
generally used in cadential figures of polyphonic sections 
and not throughout . 
-
~. 
~-
so. 
~ 
:sa. 
Example 24. 
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On the assumption that the writings of Zarlino :: 
were studied by most composers, (the Instituzioni was j! 
published in 1558, reprinted in 1562 and 1573) the gr~at 
II increase of chromaticism may also be seen as the attempt 
to create greater expression through the use of major !land 
minor chords as willed. This was created through a logical 
II 
extension of musica ficta, and most composers through~ut 
II 
I' 
the century could explain their use of chromaticism a~ an 
I' 
1/ 
extension of one of the rules of musica ficta, while men 
such as Gesualdo took bold steps in experimentation. '1The 
" I 
following analysis of an example of chromaticism at mid-
fl 
century in Da le belle contrade by de Rore will help ~o 
,, 
demonstrate how most chromaticism might be defended theo-
retically, although sometimes somewhat dubiously. 
!"'\ 
JL "' 
..., . 
{\ 
~ 
, 
r" 
..., 
i\ 
I""\ , 
I\./ 
. 
I 
L t' . 
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Example 25. 
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1. iv1inor 3rd to unison 
2. Avoidance of a melodic tritone 
3. Subsemitonium (inversion of tf6 below) 
4. IVJ.ajor 3rd to octave 
5. :tviajor 6th to octave 
6. Una nota supra la semper est canendum fa 
7. Major 3rd on final of cadence 
8 . Vertical intervallic consonance {perfect 5th 
or 8th) 
• 
• 
• 
Harmonic Aspepts ~ Harmonic Chromaticism • 
d h lh This section might be ter~e anac ronistic,to t e 
II 
context of this p~per. Polyphony may be studied in tqe 
light of modern day knowledge of 
cautious not to miss the melodic 
tleties of the 16th century art. 
I 
I harmony, but one must be 
I, 
beauty and rhythmic sub-
Although this musicr,was 
I, 
written linearly, chordal style writing made texts mu9h more 
I 
understandable, and theorists condoned and even advised ver-
I! 
tical thought in composing. Zarlino mentions the use of 
major and mfunor chords for expressive purposes. 2 Cer~ainly, 
it 
consideration should be taken of the harmon~, but not 1i of the 
i 
tonality, of the late madrigals - particularly in their case 
of Gesualdo. 
r! 
ii 
Although tonality is still not established, examples 
I • 
are found where a tonality results from the use of chro-
!1 ,, 
I 
matism. Giaches Wert (1535-1596), in Ah dolente partita 
from Book XI ~ .2,, 3 by use of rlf and' Bb transforms a t,rans-
11 
posed Hypodorian mode into G minor. And other similar 
cases are found of apparent tonality results from contin~@d 
,, 
use of accidentals. Most madrigals with chromatic al~era-
11 
tions, however, retain the modality of the period, a~ortive 
though it may be. 
This chromatic alteration, when it affects the 
i' ,, 
I 
II 
2see quotation pp. 12ff., supra. 
3Einstein, A. (Ed.) The 
1942 • 
Golden Age of the Mad~'igal, 
I. 
II 
II 
,, 
" 
I' , 
• 
• 
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chordal structure, is termed naccidentalismtt by Reese!1 in 
II 
Music i~ the Renaissance as contrasted to "degree inf!il..ec-
------ I' i· 
tiontt, the semitone progressions of a single degree (i.e., 
C to C-sharp or B to B-flat)tr.4 Thinking harmonicalLy, it 
II is permissible to say that. accidentalism affects the .chor-
dal structure and probably be in agree:ment with the com-
,, 
I' 
't 
poser's intentions, but under scrutiny I find that g~~erally 
•i 
these sharps and flats are placed within their own lipe in 
I, 
such a way as to abide by musica ficta or its contemp:Orary 
extensions. Therefore, it is a t:wo-way street. The ~;acci-
' dentals placed in a melodic line in accordance to musica 
ficta affect the chord structure, which in turn may have 
~r 
been the instigation of the accidental being so placJd. 
. II 
Whatever the true cause, I feel that due to increased chor-
dal writing and the experimental mood of the period, ;'racci-
': dentalism 1 is basically a harmonic or vertical considera-
I 
tion, and 'degree inflection' is a polyphonic or lin~ar 
I! 
I! 
consideration. 
In the strict vertical triadic thought of the ,;early 
ij 
part of the century, the triadic concords in the following 
i· 
figure with their inversions wer~ used. A~ the end of this 
,, 
" section, a similar table will show the triadic concords at 
the end of 3 the century. 
3 Of. post, p. 55. 
,, 
• 
• 
• 
Figure 3. 
MAJOR 
c E G 
D F# A 
Eb G Bb 
F A C 
G B D 
Ab C Eb 
A p# E 
MINOR 
c Eb G 
D F A 
A C E 
B D 
1: 
Internal, as well as final cadences, often u:se 
45 
I. 
the ma~nrl third above the root, giving an appearanc~ o£ 
modulation. 
of the mode. 
<I 
This is simply a close on a certain de1kree 
' ,, 
Th~ progression in these. cadences are;1 most 
I, 
II 
commonly the V-I; for example, Marenzio's Book I ~ !? uses 
" 
the V-I progression for 54% of all inner and final ;paden-
,, 
ces. In the same book the IV-I progression is used' in 
1: 
nearly 20%, and the phrygian VII-I progression for 1~1.5% 
of the cadences. This V-I cadential preference (a ~~ead-
,, 
' ing £actor toward tonality} is found in the work o~· all 
I· 
" composers. I have found an authentic final cadence· in 
II 
I' 
root position on all diatonic degrees of the scale :ex-
,~ 
. . . I~ . 
cept B, but there are examples of the ~~B progres~ion 
' 
1!'1. 
II 
~ 
. LJ!I1 
.. 
,.. 
" 
IT 
~ 
-n:· --.~· 7 
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such as in Gesualdo' s lVlerce! Grido Eiangendo . 5 Normal 
V-I cadences on C, D, F, G, and A are abundant as no prob-
lem arises in handling the accidentals involved. Since 
there was no practical mode in the 16th century with a 
finalis on B, and because of the tritone, there are few 
cadences to this tone. There are occas~ional transposed 
phrygian cadences to B, however, as in measure 4 of this 
example from Gesualdo's Sparge la morte, Book lY ~ 2· In 
measure 2 lies a dominant 7th chord on D, the dissonant C 
unprepared yet treated as a suspension in the progression 
to the G triad. The numerous V-1 progressions are men-
tioned on p. 51 . 
Example 26. 
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The phrygian cadence on E is generally retained 
throughout the madrigal period, although examples of V-I 
internal cadences appear by Gesualdo in ~ l ~ 5, ~' 
Example 27. 
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Both of these examples are found in his first 
book of madrigals. Could it be that these are two experi-
ments to achieve this progression? Example 27 seems some-
what tentative in th~t the progression (measures 3 to 4) 
resolves to the tonic only, while example 28 uses full 
major chords. Note that in example 27 a phrygian caden-
tial progression is used to the B, while the B is approached 
in example 28 by a VI (minor) -I progression. 
Internal V-I cadences on both E (measure !~ 5) and 
B (measure 7) are used by ~ndrea Gabrieli in l' !£ pian-
gendo . The transposition of the 3 measure phrases is 
mentioned on p . 7~ . • 
Example 29. 
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The progression to E for a final cadence is solved 
by I•1arenzio in Book V a5, ¥6, by a IV (minor) - I, having 
used a V-I progression 3 measures earlier (example 30) . 
It appear~ that when the authentic final cadence 
was fully developed on the diatonic tones, composers used 
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this progression on non-dtatonic tones by transposition . 
Although not used in final cadences, there are a few ex-
amples of t heir use as internal cadences ( p . ?h , example 
56 , last measure - note dominant 7th chord created by sus-
pension) and simply as a progression on non- diatonic roots 
{p . 42, ex . 25, measure 3 - Bb to Eb; and Appendix B, 
measure 33- Bb to Eb) . Although there are numerous other 
examples, they are usually this same Bb - Eb progression; 
however , example 31 shows the progression from c# to Fff 
. 6 
and the same transposed to FTt and B. The example is from 
Merce ! grido piangendo by Gesualdo . 
Example J(}, 
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6cf . post pp . 70ff. 
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Example 31. 
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Most composers of the last half of the 16th cen-
tury use chromaticism to a degree - some much further than 
others. From my observations, Gesualdo is the champion 
experimen~alist. He used accidentals much more consis-
tently in a greater percentage of madrigal output. The 
Prince seems to work mostly with sharps (even in a flat 
signature) as do others, and therefore may go further from 
modality as a sharp is not used in a key signa~ure until 
1619.7 Contrastingly, Marenzio's most penetrating ex-
periments are concerned with flats. Although Gesualdo 
uses all the flats (I found only one example of Gb, how-
ever) , I found no use of E1f or pJf by Marenzio. 
The prevalence of, and congruously the growing pre-
ference for, the V-I progression plus an increasing ability 
in the use of accidentals brought at least two composers 
to experiment in progressions through the circle of fifths. 
7one of the Psalmen Davids by Heinrich Schutz. 
, 
do 
0 
0 
0 
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I consider these extensive because they venture as far as 
•I 
I 
possible from diatonicism. " Such passages were probab~y rea-
lized in theory pr~marily. They could be performed ~;·cap-
I 
~ella_overcoming temperament problems, but over two h¥ndred 
I, 
years passed before these experiments came to full flpwer 
'I 
l• in equal temperament. Short passages such as these which 
wandered from the diatonic linear and vertical interv~ls 
I; 
were undoubtedly performed, but not without some p.rep@~a-
c::.c ,, 
tion. Other composers progressed through chords with!; the 
chord roots following the circle of fifthe9, but usin~ 
1: 
diatonic 3rds and 5ths. For example, in Sparge la motte 
[I 
on p. 46, ex. 26, Gesualdo progresses harmonically in 1 this 
manner; E minor, A minor,D minor {to D dominant 7th), 1:G, c, ,, 
a phrygian cadence A minor to B, E, A(minor'to major}; D. 
' Undoubtedly the best-known and most e~ensive ex-
.. ,, 
ample with major chords is 0 voi che sospirate by Mar~nzio, 
in example 32. The progression through the 
begins in the 3rd measure; G, c, F, Bb, Eb, 
I harmonically~), B minor through C toE, A. 
,, 
circle of'fifths 
I 
Ab nb Gb (en-
' ' 
Notice the 
It 
sequential movement of the Bass and Quinto parts. 
' 
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Example 32 . 
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In E ben ragion by Gioseppe Caimo, example 33, the 
chords are ; D minor, Bb, Eb, Ab, Db, Gb, Bb, G, and B: 
and in Gesualdo's Tu m'uccidi, 2 crudele; B, E, A minor, 
E 
. . D . G C F . Bb . Eb ~ m1nor, A m1nor, m1nor, , , m1nor, · m1nor, . 
I 
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Example 33 . 
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An understanding of enharmonic tones as the same 
pitch is demonstrated within some madrigals during a period 
of Pythagorean thought and Inean-tone tuning. Identity in 
pitch of enharmonic tones theoretically applies to the 
Inodern system of equal temperament, and yet most theorists 
must have realized this identtty . Vicentino, Zarlino, and 
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others constructed arcicembali, arciorgani, and Similar 
instruments with 3 to 6 divisions of each chromatic tone 
and multiple manuals to perform chromatic music within 
mean-tone temperament. A few composers, realizing that ab 
and ~-1/ should be equal in pitch deduced that B- B- Eb-Fif 
should be a major triad, used such notations in the a 
cappella madrigal - an early example of equal temperament. 
We have already seen an example of this in Marenzio 's 0 voi 
che sospirate on p . 52. Note in that example the Gff and Ab, 
Ftf and G b, · crt and Db are in the same chords. 
Falcone,in his Sfidi tu forse ~ baci, uses these 
chords; Gb-A-C#-F't , B-Eb-Gb, and E-Ab-B. 
Exampl@ 35. 
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By the end of the century, the table of chords 
found in this investigation is extended beyond the table 
on p. 45 to this: 
• 
.- . 
~L,I.,, 
lcl l 
, 
-
+-tot' ~ 
-
I 
., 
lo C¢ 
Figure 4. 
MAJOR MINOR 
0- E- G 0 - Eb- G 
off·- Ffl. .. G# c#_ E- cl 
Db- F- Ab .... 
D - J!f_ A D- F A 
'I 
n#- F#- A# 
Eb- G - Bb Eb- Gb- Bb 
E- cJ_ B E- G - B 
F- A- 0 F- Ab_ c 
Ffl_ A#- c# Fif_ A - c# 
Gb- Bb- D b 
G- B- D G- Bb- D 
df_ #-· D#. G#- B- n# 
Ab- c - Eb 
A - II c - E A- C - E 
Bb- D- F Bb- nb- FF 
B- n#- Fl! B- D - -# 
' 
Melodic AsEects and Linear Chromaticism 
II 
I' 
Degree inflection appears to have been primari~ll..y 
II 
I 
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in melodic or linear thought as opposed to the harmo~~c or 
vertical consideration necessitating accidentalism. 'Al-
II ,. 
though it is not always possible to separate these t~o condi-
. ' 
I' 
tions, generally one or the other prevails in analys~s •. 
A madrigalism used by most composers displayi~g pain 
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or grief is a rising degree inflection in the upper part, 
while the roots of the chords rise or fall a third . Ex. 36 
is from Io ,piango by l~'1arenzio. 
Example 36. 
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This v1as the most common placement and the early 
form, but in later uses the degree inflection did not 
necessarily rise, nor did the roots of the chords have to 
be in the bass. Beyond the domain of musica ficta, this 
is undoubtedly the most impo8tant chromatic effect of this 
period. l~"lany of Gesualdo' s most startling effects are 
based on this madrigalism. Double degree inflection occurs 
in some examples. 
Example 37. ~ 
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Examples 37 and 38 are both by Gesualdo ; example 37 
is from Tu m'uccidi , ~ crudele, and example 38 is from Gia 
piansi nel dolore . See Also measure 9 in ex . 31, p . 49 . 
Example 38. 
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.d.oot change Degree inflection Ex. 37, o;m. 2 A to Fif A and C 
Ex. 38' m. 2 A to (Jl( E 
Ex . 38' m. 33 Fifto D F and A 
In example 39, from lVlercet Grido piangendo by Gesualdo, 
this madrigalism is used frequently . 
Measurels) l'toot Change Degree lnflection(s) 
2 E - Gtf B and G 
4-5 A - eft E and c 
7 c 
-
A E and c 
8 Gb- )Bb B and D 
8-9 B, D and F 
' 
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Example 39. 
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The two chord changes in measures $ and 9 are inherently 
interesting. The notation in measure $ shows a root change 
Flf to Bb, a diminished 4th, and degree inflection on the F. 
The diminished 4th is enharmonically a major 3rd, so that 
by using the enharmonic equivalency of the F# chord, GbBbbDb, 
the root change becomes Gb to Bb and degree inflections are 
are on .1:3 and D. 
0 
0 
0 
I 
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I 
The next progression, from Bb to B, is a half tone a ~tep-
wise move of the 6th interval with the F# added, crea~ing 
essentially degree inflection on all three tones. 
In the penultimate m~asure of ex. 39, the degree in-
flection on G changes the E triad from minor to major. This 
,, 
facet of degree inflection affected harmonic progressions 
I, 
very- simply, but must have been considered very expressive. 
I' I, 
Some of the other examples appearing in the paper are! 
l 
I 
·page Example Measures Degree inflection on Part 
d 
46 26 2 F B~ss 
Jl 
62 42 2 c Alto 
I 
62 42 3 G T~nor 
62 43 2-3 B Tenor l 
I 
62 43 5 B Quinto 
I 
62 43 8 F Alto I' 
ll 
62 43 8 G Alto II 
I, 
9 B 
I, 
62 43 Soprejlno 
l 
62 43 9-10 0 Quinto I 
ll 
I 
64 45 1 c Quin~o 
64 '45 2 D Aito 
G(cross-relation) II 64 45 2 Sop.Quinto 
'I 
6~ 46 14 B Soprano II 
C(cross-relation) I! 69 52 2 Sop.Alto !I 
I 
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In Non t'amo o ~oce ingrata, ex. 40, by inflecting the 
- --------
tonic and fifth of the chord with passing tones, Gesualdo 
inverts the major-minor change device . 
Example 40 . 
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'rhe madrigalists felt chromaticism extremely ex-
pressive and in its purest form - sections of the chro-
matic scale - was occasionally used to interpret the text. 
Generally appearing in the first phrase, these chromatic 
lines imrnediately set the mood of the madrigal. The most 
famous and extended exa1nple is in Solo e pensoso by Iviarenzio 
--
where the line rises a 9th then drops a 5th. 
. 
. 
' 
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Example 41. 
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Note that the harmonization of the degree tinflection rises 
or drops a tnird through the use of the madrigalism. 
The chromatic line is most often used as a subject 
for imitative treatment. 'rhese examples are selected from 
different composers. Example 42 is the opening of Calami 
sonum ferentes by de Hore using a rising line of a 6th; 
and ex. 43 is from Piangete valli abbandonate by Caimo, 
which uses a falling line of a 5th. 
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Example 42 . 
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Example 43. 
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For other examples see Andrea Gabrieli's I' vo piangendo 
on page 48 above and measures 1, 2, and 12, 13 in lvloro 
I 
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lasso in Appendix B. Other incidences of chromatic frag-
ments imitated are found such as in wert's Crudele acerba 
inesorabil ~~' example 44; 
Example 44· 
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the opening of J:vlonteverdi ' s Piagn' e sospira, example 45; 
Example 45 . 
- --
~ "\ Kr. 
9,.~~_ •yr'e 
?; .. - I I~ ~~ e ~- 'Sp~~ rto. 
" ....... 
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-.. . . 
I . ..!_ ... 
" 
and from Gesualdo's Itene o miei sospiri. 
Example 46. 
1\ lei 
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'-r I I. . 
"· 
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as mentioned, harmonizations of these pure chromatic 
lines are generally through the madrigalism rise or fall of 
a 3rd or by the major minor chord change. 
• 
• 
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The Chromatically Altered Line 
Any chromatic alteration of a melody naturally pro-
duced a break-down of modal structure . These changes 
from the diatonic modes created the desired effect of an 
emotional and expressive play on the text . lV!any instances 
of chromatic alteration appear which do not fall precisely 
within the realm of accidentalism or degree inflection. 
These are usually subjects for imitative counterpoint such 
as in karenzio's Dolorosi matir . 
Example 47 . 
f'l Vo- 1<>- ro. si """'" - {;r ( 
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1: 
Notice that the subject and answer of the lst entrance id 
the soprano and alto is inverted for the imitation by the 
tenor and.bass. 
II 
'I 
Foreign intervals appeared in melodic lines due tq 
" 
chromatically altered chords. !I Each line was generally con-
'1 
I 
sidered melodic in polyphony. With a pure modal frame IJ 
all linear intervals were diatonic except in avoiding· thl 
i' 
tritone. Musica ficta brought about some alterations as !1a 
I' 
result of changes in practice and preference of modal idioms. 
Further melodic alterations were inflicted by degree in-
II 
I 
,, 
flection and accidentalism. Most often from accidentali~m, 
J, 
I 
r, 
and occasionally from certain ramifications of degree ini 
I' II 
flection, new melodic intervals crept into acceptable 
musical usage in the latter part of the 16th century. 
Ideally, within the diatonic modal framework, 
intervals were available; 
Figure 5. 
Prime 
2nds major and minor 
3rds major and minor 
4ths perfect and augmented 
5ths perfect and diminished 
6ths major and minor 
7ths major and minor 
Octaves - used sparingly 
II 
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'rhe augmented 4th, diminished 5th, and 7ths were avoided. 
The same intervals were used with one or both tones 
non- diatonic. ~ew intervals found which were created by 
chromaticism and a new understanding of enharmonics, are: 
Figure 6. 
Augmented 2nd 
Diminished and augmented 3rd 
Diminished 4th 
Diminished 5th 
Diminished 6th 
Diminished octave 
Of these intervals, only the diminished 5th is founa 
in more than isolated instances. Congruently with the in-
creased use of the vertical diminished 5th interval , the 
same melodic interval was used by some composers. These 
are examples of these non-diatonic intervals. 
Example 48. 
.h.ugmented 2nd Diminished 3rd • 
~ I 
"""' .... -tf'Q 
"' 
1'<. :l._ 
• 
I I I 
- -, ' 
JJ 
""" 
~ 
0 
~ 11 
.. 
d. J 
. 
• -""'!.. 
I 
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Example 49 . 
Diminished 4th 
11 I 
~ I , '7:Y 
I' 
" 
.. , 
.. I I 11 r T 
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.,;. 
' 
" 
~ 
.. o- "' 
4 .Q. J.. 1 J Q. .-.; .J 
- -. 
••• 
I I 
-.-
Example 50. 
Diminished 4th 
" 
I 
' I ~ 
.. 
"- 11 
.. 
I ~ , j J ' • I l 
,.. . ' I 
.. .I 
-
.. _ 
""' 
... _.J~ ... 0 
~ -t-ed ~. I ~ .d. I 
. 
. 
In the example of the diminished 3rd, Gesualdo apparently 
attempted to create a transposed phrygian cadence on D 
-
with a leading tone. 'rhe raised 7th for a transposed phry-
gian cadence, however, is not a passing tone but is doubled 
an octave lower - creating the diminished 3rd. 
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Example 51 . 
Diminished 5th 
~ • .... A,--. /!JI I I IL ·F 
...: 
I'> f, I  X 
.. , ..... . 
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~ A [q V •l • +>t Jiq ~ .. 
Ill!' -~ ,_ 
-~Lt. I 
... ! 21 Q 4 :PI: J.-- t. ..L 
.J -
.1.1• 
_._. I I' 
# , 
I 
• r 
The above example of the diminished 5th is the com-
mon outline of a falling diminished 5th returning on itself 
a half tone. A less singable use of this interval is found 
in Vecchi's "Isabella's from L'Amfiparnaso given to the 
alto in the 5th and 6th measures while the common form is 
sung by the tenor in the next measure. 
Example 52 . 
Diminished 5th 
I· e I 1 • , X e I s 'IC • f . '3 I I -, ,_, fl I , ... .. .. , .. 
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ct>. 9t .. 
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• • , .... 1"1' 
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Five measures from the end of Gesualdo ' s More lasso 
(Appendix H) is an example of a rising diminished 4th re-
sulting from the use of the madrigalism (the c-natural is 
implied of the third beat and verified on the fourth beat 
in the quinto ·part) . In the tenor part of the following 
measure the minor third of the D chord moves to the major 
third of a A chord . 
The diminished 6th in the tenor part of measure 8 
in the Falcone example on page 54 is virtually a perfect 
5th. Notice the two diminished 2nds in the same part in 
measures 6 and 7. This example of the diminished octave 
is from Gesualdo's Ardita Zanzaretta . 
Example 53 . 
t'\ 
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. , 
t. 1fr r 'I- 0-::f"+ .. , a.•o ~ .... I I I I I 
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" 
.. y: b;at :& b77 ~"it i} J I I I ,· \ 
-• 
. 
-
"'"' -
... 
-""'- ~ 
¥ ~ t'J 
-I l I t I I 
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Transposition 
Transposition often is discussed in treatises con-
cerning keypoard during the 16th century. Instructions 
are given by Aron, Zarlino, and Bermuda about the art of 
71 
keyboard transposition. 8 
'i 
Keyboard players also needed the 
,, 
'I 
ability to transpose at sight or on paper the various cle£s 
II 
used in vocal music (there were nine used during the !!Renais-
sance). The 8ATB set {soprano, alto, tenor, and bass clefs) 
,, 
was known as chiavi naturali; and the VMABar (violin, mezzo-
" ,, 
I• 
soprano, tenor, baritone, and sub-clefs) sets were known as 
II 
chiavi trasporti, or later simply as chiavette. The9e com-
,, 
binations were used as convenient to retain notes on the 
staff as much as possible without adding ledger line~. 
Example 54. 
' 
SATB 
!It~ 
---
--.--
VMABar (or high 
chiavette) 
MTBarSub (o~ low 
chiavetteJ 
1"- ~~ 
~~-~~ 
The quinto and other parts were inserted on appropriate 
clefs. 
The SATB and VMABar were more prevalent in us~'. 
1 
Comments by Morley9 and the ~ck of discussion by ot~ers 
. 8Kinkeldey, 0. Orgel und Klavier in der Musik des 16 
Jahrhunderts, 1910. p. 127. - - -- ,--
9Thomas Morley: A plaine and Easie Introduction to 
Practic!!l lV1Usicke, 1597. Facsimile ed., with intro. ;:by-
E.H.Fellowes, 1937, p. 165. 
0 
0 
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I 
until 261910 and later seems to indicate that madrig~ls 
., 
were performed at the pitch written although any pit9h 
I 
comfortable for the singers might have been used when per-
I' 
formance was ~ cappella. This problem of transposit~on 
I 
then would concern only instrumentalists as the various 
I 
clefs are used in vocal music only for convenience.i~ 
printing.11 
It was necessary, however, for organists particularly, 
when accompanying singers, to be able 
of diverse interpretations of pitch. 
i' 
I to transpose because 
I 
Mechanical tlevices 
I 
for transposition seem to have been available. These made 
I, 
1 
it possible to play in one key and have pitches sounq in 
another key.12 
A mechanical device of this sort, or Vicentino's 
l 
I 
arcicembalo of 1555 (with six manuals containing 31 keys 
,, 
to the octave, giving semi tones va·rious sizes as oppqsed 
" 
·' to the prevalent mean-tone tuning) may·have been ava~l-
1: 
able to Gesualdo. wnatever the case, the Prince notated 
·' 
I' 
transposed imitation of entire chordal passages with the 
I· 
ease others created melodic imitation at the 4th and ::5th 
in the motet style of the century. And these 
II 
1°Michael Praetorius. Syntagma musicum, Part L~ 
Facsimile-ed. with postscript by W._Gurlitt, 1929. 
l 1Further discussion is found in Mendel, A. "Eitch 
in the 16th and Early 17th Centuries. n Music Quarter:.lx 
XXIV (l948} pp. 28, 199, 336, 575. ., 
12Mendel, A. "Devices f.or Transposition in tl{e 
Organ before l600tf Acta XXI (1049) p. 24. 
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transpositions were often exact imitation of highly chro-
matic passages creating more accidentals . Further, these 
transpositions are seen at other intervals than the 5th. 
Example Page Interval of transposition 
Ex . 29 4$ up a 5th 
Ex.31 49 up a 4th 
Ex . 34 53 up a minor 6th 
Ex.39 5$ first 2 meas. repeated a 5th lower 
Appendix B first ll meas. repeated a 4th lower 
Also, from Io pur respiro by Gesualdo, transposition a 
fifth down in the circle of fifths with rearrangement of 
voices is shown in ex. 55. 
Example 55. 
~ I"TIO<" · ~ H~ · ...... 
- -
-
_.... Cl ' 
M, { 
' .. 
I I Del.. mor- ~ Q.~ "''r ~ 
~ (k~ Y»>r. -he v&t rro~-~ 
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__l_ _l_ 
-y; "' 
\. 
--
- ~1-- -1-c: ill Z~J "" ~ ~~· ' J)• ~ ~ ~· ..... ~_,_. I , 
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In the opening of Resta di darmi noia the first 3 measures 
are repeated a 2nd hj_gher . 
EKample 56 . 
A I .I I I I I 1.---.1 I I I I 
~ ~·u. , ... 
.J.J I 
,,. ~ 
... 1: - .... , ... ' '...;;,( --.:; 0 '\.till ,..,a , 
.K 
"' - - M 
, 
-. fll ~ 
_\ 1.1 ., . I 
• I 
' 
I J 
. I ) r 
, I \ I I I I 
~~ ol; ~(_ ,.,·, >')0- 11'1 ~-rlA , j; d<JC"- Ito\.1 r'\d - lq 
l'i 
'I ./ --, I ~ 
L I I I 
. I ~ . ~ 
.. .. 
.. 
p , , . ... 
J j I \- I I J ,J. J I j ,..-
"' J~i.l .~ . .. 
-.. \ -
'· 
. . 
./ ........ --... I l 1 I I I 
I I II' 'I I I . , .., 
' ) . I 
There is one exarnple noticed in ~rhich the phrase 
is repeated tHice , the fir's t repetition t i'anspos ed dovm 
a 4th and the second repetition a 5th higher than the 
second (the second repetition is a major 2nd higher than 
the original phrase) . This is found in Gabrieli's I 1 vo 
- -
piangendq,, exampie 29 , on page 1~8. 
I 
J 
' 
I 
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I • 
'--
..JJ. 
, I 
c 
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CHAPTER IV 
Sffi.11·1ARY 
The chromaticism of the late Italian 11aclrigal is;' tle 
,, 
fruition of experimentation with accidentals within the! 
frame"t-rork of polyphony and the modal system. !·1any faci:;,brs 
en-l:ier into the development of this chromatic usage s out-
lined in the following figure: 
Figure 7. 
CtffiO~~TICISM IN TEE LATE ~U~RIGAL 
------------- -- --- ---- --------
Ionian influence of secular music 
Vmsica Ficta 
Cadential leading tones - subsemitonimn 
Picardy Third 
V-I cadence 
'!fJord painting 
Tone painting - major and minor chords 
Degree inflection 
l"fu.drigalism 
Chromatic melodic line 
r~rodulatory sense - "Circle of fifiths 11 
Transposition 
Enharmonic understanding 
I 
The first accidental in Hestern music, Bb was carried 
over from the Greek modes. In the hexachordal system of' the 
,, 
~ 
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II 
11th century, there 1-vere designations forB (b) and Bb i'(b). 
,, 
The sharp and na. tul" al signs evolved from the former, while 
the flat sign is still very similar to the latter.1 
II 
flat 1-vas used for avoiding :' In monophony, the a melo-
I 
die tritone. As solmization v-ras based on the six tone 11 
hexachord, an early type of transposition, called mutauion, 2 
I I, 
1•Tas used to extend the hexachords and to sing accidentS;;.ts 
(mi-fa-mi for A-Bb-A, or later, D-Eb-D). 
Secular music in the ].fiddle Ages 
toward modified Dorian (with Bb a minor 
(with Bb a major scale), and Mixolydian 
leading tone a major scale) modes. The 
,, 
showed a tendency 
scale), Lydian '' 
i 
(with a raised t' 
I' 
1: Lydian and Mixd-
II 
I' 
lydian modes both have a major third above the final, the 
forerunner of the Picardy third which was connnon after 1, 
:I 
1450. 
tone 
I 
As the fi~al cadence developed the raised leadirtg 
Jl. # 1!. 
(C1t and F ) v.ras necessary vJhen the penultimate not:es 
in the lowest part descended stepwise to the final bec~use 
of certain rules developed in polyphonic usage called 
musica ficta.3 This nule was that a sixth interval must 
11 
be major when it expanded to an octave. Since the Ehrygian 
II 
sixth is diatonically major, no alteration was necessar1y. 
1Supra, pp. 19£'. 
2 20. Supra, p. 
3supra, p. 29. 
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I 
This usage remained for this mode and 
to portray a modal feeling. 'hTb.en. the 
is still used tod~y 
I! 
third was added te 
I• 
., 
the final chord, a cross-relation of a tri tone would oc:'cur 
if it 1-.rere not sharped. 
These rules of Musica ficta were generally followed 
before the tli.1e of this.study: 
II 
1. Una nota supel"' 1:2:, semper est canendem fa, t~e 
B between tvm A 1 s ~ras flattened and by trans::-
'[ 
position the E and A in similar positions melo-
r; 
dically. 
II 2. An inversion of rule 1 sharpened F between t:t-ro 
G1s, also G and C. 
3. B was flattened when approached stepwise from 
F, or when approached by leap fro~ ! and turning 
I, 
back on itself, to avoid the tri tone. In li!ke 
manner, E and A by transposition. 
4. 5ths, 8ths, and l2ths should be perfect. 
5. 6ths before an octave should be major, ii' thei 
upper voice. 
r. 
5a. If the upper voice of the progression is lower 
" I' 
in the second interval, the 6th may be minol"': .• 
6. 3rds before a fifth should be major. 
,, 
6a. If the upper voice of the progression is low~r 
1: 
I in the second interval, the 3rd may be minor::· 
7. 3rds before a unison should be minor. 
I These rules for accidentals applied as did the g~neral 
0 
0 
0 
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rules of polyphonic counterpoint throughout the 16th cep-
tury. Idealized 'Palestrina Style' sacred music utiliz!1ed 
b b # # .JL b # I only B , E , F , C , Gir, occasionally A and D • T:b..rou;gh 
experimentation in extension of the rules; Db, Gb, and~# 
were used. There are numerous examples of E# and B# bu~ 
not often of Fb or cb.4 
Since these rules 't•rere not applied with consist~~cy 
I 
throughout a piece of music, tonality was not establis~ed 
i~ a major or minor mode. One phrase would have a tonal 
'I 
flavor while others li>rould not .5 The composer did not Jave 
li 
to c~"eate a "harmonictr situation w'here it was necessarY[ to 
II 
use the rules. About the only places where the rules 1~ere 
consistently applied 't'll'ere the final cadences, often in~1ernal 
cadences as well. 
At the midpoint of the 16th century, Zarlino wrdte 
I 
I in the Instituzioni that major and minor chords should be 
I' 
used at the discretion of the composer for better expre:'ssion 
I 
of the text. 6 Indeed, the text is the master of the l·m'ti:d, 
II 
• 1: 
and it is because of the emotional content of many o~ the 
madrigals that the chromaticism occurs. Following ZarHtno 's 
" teaching, this choice of major or minor 3rds in a triad!, 
II 
came to the point of one following another on the same 
4-Supra, p. 36. 
5supra, pp. 35~f. 
6supra, pp. 12ff. 
0 
0 
0 
r, 
I 
'I 
I, 
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root. The melodic interval o:r chromatic alteration o:r a 
note, a hal:r tone, is called degree inf'lection7 in thisl: 
ii 
paper. Apparently Zarlino 's book vras r,.rell read, :ror t~e 
music o:r the last part o:r the century is much :rreer in 
chromatic usage. o:r course, it may also well be that 
Zarlino merely documented early a trend of the times. 
Often degree inf'lection ·t-ras 11har:p1oniz~dn by a :ror-
mula which is ln1o1~ as a madrigalism simply because of its 
I 
constant use in the madrigal form. The root of the secpnd 
:I 
triad rose or :rell a major or minor 3rd while degree in-
flection occurred on one or two comraon tones,B 
One method of expression melodically -vras the use: of 
I' 
a pure chromatic line. Although there are very few ext·t:m-
: 
I 
sive examples, short fragments are common. 9 These line's 
I' 
are usually "harmonized" by the use of the madl"igalism :on 
degree inflections, occasionally by the major minor cho~d 
,, 
change; the melodic minor ~~d intervals usually as par~; of 
I 
a ~~~oprogression. " ,, 
i: 
Accidentalism is chromatic alteration that affec:ts 
I, 
to or is effected by the vel.,tical intervals of polyphony. 'I 
I, 
7supra, p. 44. 
8supr~, pp. 55ff. 
9supra, pp. 60ff. 
10~upra,pp. 43f. 
0 
0 
c 
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Modern harmonic analysis can be applied to individual ver-
. ;! 
tical c.hords in· polyphony to show their relationship i:to 
each other, but not to a tonal center. 
' 
A preliminarf 
" 
attempt t9 create a system of analysis for this chroJatic 
polyphony is found in Appendix B. Inasmuch as modern 
1: 
vertical thought fails t.o fully comprehend the hori- !I 
1: 
zontal thought of the 16th century composer, individfial 
progressions and chords are discussed to some extent!. 
Possible triadic concords or chords increased ~uring 
" 
the last half of the 16th century.ll These were crerted by 
e·xperiment~t.ien. in t;ra..n~posi"Pio.XJ:· of the oadEmoes:t~on;; all 
II 
degrees of the diatonic as well as many of the chromatic 
tones of the modes. The authentic cadence, a V-I progres-
1· 
sion, is used in some instances for excursions of chord 
I' 
roots through the circle of fifths. 13rn a few of the~e 
!I 
d d d h • tiL examples comppsers realize an notate en armon1c pnes 
in chords such as B-Eb-Gb •14 Extending the principl~ of 
" II transposed V-I progressions, entire phrases were trahs-
tl 
posed at various intervals.15 Often phrases were repeated 
,, 
I' • effect~ve. 
II 
for emphasis, and its transposition made it doubly 
I 
! 
llsu:2ra, pp. 44f. and 54f. 
12suEra,_ pp. 45ff. 
l3SuJ2ra, pp. 5lff. 
14supra, pp. 53ff. 
15suEra, pp. 70ff. 
' I' 
0 
0 
0 
I All of these chromatic devices brought about some 
change in the available melodic intervals.16 
,, 
This investigation has revealed some interesting:, 
I 
,, 
aspects of chromaticism in the final stages of polyphony. 
I hope that through further study more definite rules mky 
be seen and documented. 
16 Supra, pp. 66ff. 
0 
0 
0 
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APPENDIX A 
TBJJ.: HADRIGAL IN THE CHANGING l.ffiSICAL THOUGHT 
AT TEE END OF THE SIXTEENTH CENTUHY 
,I 
Having discussed the origin and development of the 
madrigal to the period here studied; aspects of the madri-
il 
gal vrhich look forward to the follmving period might be 11 
considered. 
I' 
The madrigal is one of the best fo~ms demon-
If 
strating the general transition of 11ItlSical thought fromii 
that era known as the Renaissance to that known as the 
Baroque. 
I' 
f, 
II 
II 
I' 
II 
I; 
The main concept of madrigal composition is inter-
II 
pretation of the text. Indeed, the form 'HaS conceived as 
an extension of the frottola-canzona mainly because one 
I• 
I 
I 
stl"ophe of music would not p:i."oficiently fit tv.ro or more,, 
jl 
stanzas of a poem. Th~s idea of text representation wa~ 
f 
" I 
also one of the chief features of the early Baroque. ~ere, 
,, 
'I 
it is not always necessarily a development of the Renai:s-
1:. 
sance idea, but rather an antithesis of general Renaiss,ance 
I' 
thought. The concept of declamatory monody is the opposite 
If 
J 
of Renaissance word-painting, yet many other aspects of-1 the 
!I 
Baroque text representation gre1.r from HOl"d-painting. Both 
,, 
I' periods, the lugh Renaissance and the early Baroque (p~rtic-
I 
ularly in its very early stages and at the concept~on of 
I 
accompanied monody, were attempting to recreate vrithin :· 
II 
0 
0-
0 
88 
[I 
I' 
the hmuanistic philosophy ofl the era, the music of Anti-;; 
II 
quity. 1 The musicians of the Renaissance interpreted the 
,, 
I 
writings on music by Greek philosophers, such as Plato ,1 
I' (Republid.) and Aristoxenus (Harmonics), as meaning poly7 
,, 
phony while those of the monodic period interpreted these 
I' 
same ~~itings as meaning accompanied solo-song. Pro tag en-,, 
,, 
ists and antagonists of each style based their beliefs bn 
I 
the same material yet the styles were opposite. The goal 
i• 
in each case Ttras music si.rnilar to that of the "Ancients~'. 
I 
Both periods felt text representation was one of the impor-
,, 
' 
tant aspects of their interpretation of the Greek writings. 
In the mac1rigal this lvas achieved by 'tvord-painting and at 
:, 
the end of the century by chromaticism also; in the mon~dy, 
it was achieved by the single line with ornamental treat-
ment and emotion in the singing voice. 
In his book on the Baroque era,2 Bukofzer sets up 
I 
a table contrasting the music of the Renaissance and the 
I 
Baroque periods, each taken Hith an overall view. He 
I; 
states that this table is not intended to imply that the 
two periods are ndisconnected and static units that hav~ 
II I, 
no internal development of their o1-m11 • There is a period 
1 ~ See Giosefi'o Zarlino, Istituzioni armoniche; 1! 
Baldassare Castiglione, 11 Cortegiano; Giovanni de'Bard~, 
Discourse ,QE; Ancient Music ~ Good Singing; etc. as in,, 
Strunk, Oliver, editor, Source Readin~ in Music History: 
1iT. w. Norton&Co., Inc., Ne~rYork, 19 0. !; 
2Bukof'zer, Manfred F. , 1-lusic in the Baroque E:J..,a. :: 
W. vJ'. Norton & Co., Inc., Ne~r "Xork, 1947 
0 
0 
"'• 
~0 
of general transition as -vrell as outs tanding breaks in ,, 
tradition sucha: s the results of the various Camerate. 
,. 
One of the best fo-rras shot·ring thifr change from Renaissa*ce 
I 
to Baroque musical thought is the madrigal. With the aid 
of this excellent table, the aspects of each period found 
II 
in the late madrigal may be easily discussed. 
RENAISSANCE BAROQUE 
I 
1. 11 0ne practice, one style Tvro practices, three styles 11 
'i 
The two practices of the Baroque 1..rere the stile 1 
I 
I 
antico (prima prattica) and stile m~derno (seconda urat~ 
tica) as ctesignated by the proponents of the Nuevo Nusiche 
,: 
during the first quarter of the 17th century. These terms 
I 
are self-explanatory. The style in both sacred and sec~lar 
music of the Renaissance vras basically the same polY.Pho~ic 
texture, while later in the 17th century three styles were 
i! 
distinguished; m.usica ecclesiastics., musica cubicularisl~ 
II 
and musica theatralis (church, chamber, and theatre music). 
I 
.. 
The latter two were in the ne1..r style (seconda urattica)', 
I, 
while the ecclesiastica might be in either the ne1-r chordal 
I' 
style or the old polyphonic style. 
1flrlle the madrigal originated in the polyphonic 
II 
I• 
idiom and such masterpieces as those of Arcadelt are con-
,. 
II 
sidered as secular motets in their style, 1.re f'ind chorctl:tl 
i 
passages tlu~oughout its for.mal development. In the secbnd 
II 
half of the century these chordal passag~s, conceived as 
polyphonic part-1:nr.L'i ting, vrere used as '!ll]'ell in sacred mu'sic, 
0 
·0 
0 
I' 
I' 
,I 
9o 
II 
II 
particularly in the Roman School after Palestrina and in: 
the Venetian School aftel" imdrea ~abrieli. In the madri!:-
gal 1-re found the chordal style demonstrating the changirig 
i] 
musical thought. ¥mrenziots use of the chordal style 
follo~rrs very closely that of Palestrina - being almost 
entil"ely from the polyphonic vie1-r. Gesualdo almost seems 
to have used the keyboard for his chromatic progressioBa, 
I. 
I 
and they seem to abound in this chordal style. It is in 
li 
the madrigals of 11onteverdi that 1rre see the culmination of 
I 
I 
the chordal style from the polyphonic. to the thorough-b~ss 
idiom. 
2. "Res tl"ained l"epresen-ca -c~on 
of the words, musica ~­
servata, and madrigalism. 
Affective representatio4 of 
the words, textual abso1 lutism. n · 
, I 
With chl"omaticisra in the madrigal, the represen- 1' 
tation of the words was no longer restrained for tl1rougf 
II 
affective madrigalisms and individual invention a textu41 
o[ 
absolutism Has approached. According to Berardi's ].fisc~l-
,, 
lane a Husicale (1689}, Ufiar:mony is -the master of the -vrordn 
jl in Renaissance music and in the Baroque style ttthe irTOl"d·1 iS 
•! 
the master of the harraony". If the late chromatic madrigal 
" 
• !: • 
were to be judged on this point alone, it would be ~ed~-
ately placed in the Baroque. Musica reservata,3 considered 
3r.1usica Reservata appears some1'1)'hat of an enigma to 
present day musicologists and apparently was also in·the 
16th century. An excellent discussion of the entire prob-
lem can be found in Reese, Husic of~ Renaissance, ppl~ 511ff. 
0 
0 
0 
as a nsecret chromatic art 11 , is certainly a Renaissance 
trait fully exploited in the late madrigal, however. 
3. 11All voices equally balanced Polarity of the outer-
most voices 11 
By 11polarity of the outermost voices 11 Bukofzer 
!191 
I 
II 
·I! 
I' 
I' 
refers to the harmonic affinity of the outer voices as f.ound 
in harmonically-conceived composition. 
I 
This polarity ofi
1 II 
' outer voices is seen pal"'ticularly in the madrigals of lJ[qlnte-
il ,, 
verdi. His use of thorough-bass appeared for the first l! 
I' 
,I 
time in the fifth book of mad:rigals, but the even poly- 1~ 
'I 
II 
phonic balance of voices.bad begun to disintegrate in the 
earlier books. Monteverdi, deeply L~bued with the stile 
I 
antico from the schooling of Ingegneri, advanced tm.vard :: 
" I, 
the stile moderno through polyphony rather than with the 
j: 
abrupt change of the Florentines. His use of continuo 1: 
I 
I 
placed har.n1onic support on the instrument in many instances. 
:1 
Intabulierung, or the practice of arranging motets, mad~i-
,. 
gals, chansons, etc. for the keyboard or lute (a common 1' 
practice in the last half of the 16th century), can be !! 
li 
seen as the predecessor of this use of continuo. The sole-
I' 
madrigals of Luzzasco Luzzaschi4 and the accompanied madri-
gals used in drrunatic productions of the 16th century5 
& Go., 
4Luzzaschi, L. Madrigali ••• pjr cantare, et sdnare, 
~ doi, ~ tre soprani • • • (1601 --
5Reese, G. ~~usic in the Renaissance; N'. W. Norton 
Inc., New York: l954:-3ee p. 367f. 
0 
0 
0 
provided harmonic support by instruments previous to 
,I 
I 
Monteverdi. Often Gesualdo 's chordal passages, particu~·~ 
I 
larly the chromatic sections, show a tendency toward pol1ar-
l 
i ty of the outer voices. (see example 3!$ p .53) Howeve~,, 
the monody is most closely approached in the madrigal fo,rm 
by Luzzaschi. 
4. 11Dia tonic melody in small 
range 
Diatonic and chromatic 
melody in wide range. 11 
The late madrigal lvas a testing ground for the 1: 
i! 
Baroque within the field of chl.,omatic melody and harmony. 
I 
The use of the chromatic line vTaS used more and more forr 
the description of sentiment and emotion, and even in se~-
ting a mood such as ~n ~~renzio's ~ ~ pensoso. (p. 61~ 
" I 
The accepted melodic intervals of the High Renaissance and 
their combinations were extended to include augmented fo~rths 
I• 
and duainished fifths, and ascending and descending majo~ 
I' 
" 
and minor sixths. Just one example of this wider range is 
noticeable in the just mentioned piece of ].furenzio. All·' 
these intervallic changes t-rere caused by and aided chromatic 
experimentation and the quest for better interpr~tation qf' 
II 
the text. Enharmonic tones uere tested both bw. Vicentimi's 
., 
notation of varying semitonic6 pitch on the smne degree ~d 
on the same degree and by the extension of the sharps and 
I 
flats in use. The latter point was seen in Marenzio (Q voi 
6Ibid. pp. 328f. 
93 
che sospirate, p.52) and Gesualdo (to~ and B#). 
5. n:r.iodal counterpoint Tonal counterpoint. 11 
Although tonality as a characteristic of the Bar9que 
era was not firmly e~tablished in the major and minor modes 
until much later in the 17th century, the origins of this 
I' 
concept are found within the modality of the Renaissanc~. 
I 
I' 
The preference for the subsemi toniun1 markedly incl"eased :. 
i, 
during the last half of the 16th centUl"Y· With this ten-
d~ncy, there was also an increase of other accidentals ,, 
I' 
w11ich pointed toward the major and minor scales, although 
generally only within individual phrases. This included 
I 
the use of Bb in the Lydian mode, F# and c# or Bb in th~· 
./.!. b 
Dorian mode, and Ftr or B and Eb in the Mixolydian mode.;· 
. ' 
II The Phrygian mode Has the last to acquire the leading tdne 
and perfect cadence. It . . t t• t ~ . i! ~s ~n eres ~ng ·o no ~..re ~n pas- :1 
sing, hovJever, that since the inception of tonality, com-
' posers wishing to write in the modal idiom have often 
chosen the Phrygian mode. 
6. "Intervallic harmony and 
intervallic dissonance 
tl"eatment 
Chordal hanuony and chor~al 
dissonance treatment. 11 ,: 
I ~ 
With the advent of the chordal concept of har.monY,, 
II 
a ne1-1 field of dissonance opened which was less limiting:. 
1: 
The intervallic linear har.mony of the Renaissance allor-red 
dissonance only on the weak beat (passing notes) unless '' 
prepared (suspensions). II Under the Baroque chordal concept, 
the dissonance could be introduced any time provided the 
•L 
chord was clearly outlined. This concept is demonst~ated 
particularly by IVIonteverdi vrho maintained 
I· 
a certain poly~ 
II 
Tl1.is was~-phonic balance even in the continuo ,madrigals. 
I 
probably the reason for the Artusi attack - Artusi must ;· 
have read as pure polyphony the madrigals which actualli 
I' 
were written in a chordal-regulated polyphony. 'Numerous ll 
i 
earlier e4amples of unprepared dissonance were found in 
the late madrigals·. 
7. "Chords are by-products 
of the par~-writing. 
Chords are self-contained 
entities." 
II 
Here pure polyphony can be striken out of consider-
ation because of its lessened use in the Baroque. Proba::.. 
IJ 
,, 
bly the earliest noticeable relationship of chords as enti-
1 
ties in chordal passages of polyphony is found where caden-
tial patterns are used of V-~. Gradually a greater polarity 
I 
of the outer voices is noticed in these sections. I' The -~~ 
1: 
extreme chromatic passages of Gesualdo~ always chordal, are 
II 
of the appearance of having been located first on a key-" 
I· 
board. Whatever the circumstances, it is generally fel tl' 
that the Prince is most interested in the progressions, the 
I• 
relationship of one chord to another_, so that there is' a1 
tl 
definite feeling of the chords being self-contained entities. 
Although Gesualdo is the chief user of this concept, vJ'e !: 
·naturally find it also in Monteverdi throughout the continuo 
" 
madrigals. 
8. "Chord pl"ogressions are 
governed by modality. 
Chord progressions are 
governed by tonality. n 
'95 
The late madrigal lay directly at the halr-way 
poin-t between these tHo practices; chord progl"essions "L·r~re 
•' 
governed by both modality and tonality. Although the con-
I 
cept or tonality 1~thin an entire piece is not round until 
II 
the end or the 17th century, modality was still the gov~rn-
I 
ing ractor or theoDy in this time. I There was very orten a 
short reeling or tonality lvi thin phrases or sections or!! the 
madrigals or this period. This and various otper trends 
I! 
are quite evident. The development or the perrect cadence 
!f 
to be rormed on any degree or the diatonic scale and on: 
I, 
many or the altered degrees, as practiced by Gesualdo par-11 
ticularly, was a very important aspect when considered in 
I, 
the gl"'owing feel'ing to-vrard tonality. Naturally, this t:~n-
,, 
fi 
dency toward t.onali ty was not possible without chromati,c 
alteration o·f the -diatonicism of the modal system. Alt;hough 
" II 
chromaticism t·ras not basically conceived at the time as:; a 
- II 
I, 
method of attaining tonality, for its use ioTas thought o
1
f 
II 
as a method or better text interpolation, it was, howe~~r, 
I 
II probably another impetus toward tonality. The rules o~1 
i: 
mu~ica ficta were the ro~undation or this practice in tHat 
they produced the s~e result as leading tones -vn~ich 
the basis or tonal feeling in the period. That this 
ll 
aii,e 
II 
I• 
te,~~-
dency toward tonality vras not a haphazard occurr.ence o~ 
I 
mere c.oinciclence is proven )y the racts that occasionally 
I 
'I 
I 
the cln"omatics invalidate the old rules of musica ficta[1 
!: 
producing cross-relations (a practice that was particu-1! 
-<> d • 1• ' ) I' larly prevalent in the English school o~ ma r2ga 2sus ,, 
·96 
of·ben no·t only the finalis and the confinalis vrere alteted 
(from the diatonic mode) but also a number of harmonies' 
previous to these, and that the Gesualdo cadences were 
sometimes on an altered tonic tone. For these reasons ~t 
·I 
is imperative that we consider these ha1~onic and cbrom~tic 
I 
attmnpts as one of the bases of rudlinentary tonality. 
9. "Evenly .flOi,Ting rhythm l"egu-
lated by the tactus. 
~ \t I 
Extremes of rhythm, free 
declamation and mechani-
cal pulsations." '' 
I 
The madrigal of the Jate 16th century often demon-
strated variances of the rhythnic tactus 
used in the earlier part of the century. 
I 
of the polyphoily 
li 
The for.m, ascribed 
•I 
'I 
as the secular counterpart of the motet, often alienated 
II 
,, 
itself from the overlapping style of the point system m~inly 
inaugurated by Josquin. 
I' 
Indeed, the concept used of br~ak-
1' 
ing the even-flowing tactus by rests in all parts Hithin or 
,, 
" between individual phl"ases developed to a point where tne 
:I 
madl"igals of Gesualdo demonstrated a lack of conti~ui ty ;' a 
II 
separate development of each phrase and thought of t:J;le ~ext. 
:I 
Often individual voices carrying melodies expressing a 
single thought 1..rere broken even to the point of dividing 
I 
the syllables of a word. Here again - the word is the 1: 
master. 
10. "No pronounced idioms, 
voice and instrument 
are interchangeable 
Vocal and instrumental 
idioms, the idioms are 
interchangeable. 11 
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This is the one point o~ Buko~zer 1 s table which is 
I least applicable to the late madrigal ~rom the aspect of. 
the Baroque. I From the chromatic point o~ view, in ~act,r 
the frate madrigal l"emains ~or the most part r,ri thin the 'V:'pcal 
I! idiom with the exception o~ the stringed instru~ents and 
rare keyboard instruments such as Vicentino's arcicembalb 
which would have been tlie only instruments capable of re~~ 
producing the altered tones. I[ Therefore, for the most part, 
h 
with the m~in exception of the solo-madrigals o~ Luzzascho, 
" 
the Renaissance method o~ no pronounced idioms was the 
rule o~ thumb in madrigal Ttr~iting of the late 16th century. 
I 
I; 
"' il With thanks to Dr. Buko~zer, it has been possible' 
to schematically note the aspects o~ the changing musical 
I 
thought dur.ing this late period o~ madrigal writing. Alr 
il 
though the ~or.m went into decline ~~ter the pinnacle reabhed 
in the work o~ Luca Marenzio, and the interest and empha~is 
" in music was placed on other ~or.ms and styles, the work of 
I' 
!I Vecchi, Gesualdo, Monteverdi, et al., was not without an' 
ef~ect on the Baroque er~. 
i; 
The greatest contribution o~ these madrigalists is 
undoubtedly the e~fort made in the interpretation o~ the 1 
\I 
text. The ~act that these men placed be~ore their ~ollowers 
an understanding of chromatics as applied to vodal line, 
altered chords, harmony, and the beginning of the trend 
toward tonality through their experiments and beliefs, 
founded a basis of the harmonic and melodic language that 
I< 
il 
is one of the chief characteristics of the entire Baroque" 
era. 
.1' Naturally, one cannot say that these men 'tvho experJL-
'1 
It 
mented in chromatics through the form of the madrigal were 
the only men to 1:-vhom thanks should be given, but by the 
study of their works it is possible to see the trend of 
the time with ease and in good light. 
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APPENDIX B 
The following pages are an analysis of the chro-
matic sections of one of Gesualdo's Moro lasso al mio 
duolo from Book VI, 1611. This is the madrigal which 
Burney, in his General History of Music, ttpresented to 
t 
the musical reader as a specimen of his s:tyle, and harsh,:: 
crude, and licentious modulation". Burney felt that the ., 
second chord, for example, had no relation (harmonically):' 
to the first and the progression ·•repugnant to the earn. '' 
Now we understand this commonly used madrigal which Bur-
ney failed to recognize. 
I have placed the root of each chord under the music; 
a capital letter if the third above the root is major, an~ 
a lower case letter if the third is minor. The symbols 
used follow; 
~ indicates the madrigalism 
I, 
A indicates a major - minor or minor - major:: 
change by degree inflection on the thirdlt 
of the chord. 1: 
~ indicates a suspension and what is commonlt 
known now as a prepared appoggiatura. \[ 
further explanation is made by measure number • 
. ,
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1. The first chord is major as choice of the period. 
'fhe progression from the first to the second measure is 
similar to a transposed phrygian cadence. 
~ 
2. The A and C on the 4th beat are passing tones. 
By not placing the roots of the chord in each of the first 
two measures in the bass line, the chromatic line in the 
alto is emphasized. 
). In the madrigalism of the first progression, the 
degree inflection occurs#on the root tone of the first 
chord. By placing the G in another part the cross-
relation is created. Note that the diminished 5th in 
alto part is falling and turns back on itself. 
In the next three measures of florid counterpoint there is 
no chromaticism. I question the C in the quinto on the 4th 
beat of the Jrd measure, because of the cross-related aug-
mented 5th. It may be that this is in preparation for the 
diatonic passage which follows, however, when transposed in 
measure 11 the tone is sharp. 
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8. On the first two beats of this measure is an 
example of an effect used by Gesualdo. The two 
tied notes create an ambiguity in analysis. If 
the soprano G is not an integral tone of the chord 
but an appoggiatura, the analysis would be; a /:1. A 
6 the tenor B a suspension, and place a 4 chord on a 
strong beat. This latter point and the relative in-
frequency of appoggiaturas in the period cast out 
this analysis. Therefore, t~e soprano G is an inte-
gral part of the chord, the 4 chord is on a weak 
beat, and the progression is the common madrigalism. 
The B becomes a suspension which is resolved on the 
next chord. This effect is not uncommon. 
'rhe cross-relation is created effectively by the 
voices changing in a static chord. 
'-.. -
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1.1ressures 12- 11.~ , 1.·rith tb.e exception of the J.af'.t beat 
are a trFnsposition up a ~-th Cbf mea""ure 1-3 . This 
chromatic passage is again fo1·· orved by a diatoni c. 
contrapuntal section. 
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18. This measure and the next are an exact trans-
position down a major 2nd of measures 7-8 with the 
deletion only of the tenor C, lst beat, measure 7. 
20. This and the following two measures are also 
transposed down a major 2nd---the chord progressions 
being the same, but the voice lines altered. 
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24. Beginning on the 3rd beat of measure 23 is a 
broken pedal tone on F. The quinto A on the 3rd 
beat is again a suspension resolving on thebnext 
chord. The cross-relation is between the B and 
E-natural. 
Measures 23 - 24 are transposed up a 5th and re-voiced. 
25. The tenor a# on the lst beat is the exception 
in the transposition. It is carried over from the 
last chord of the previous measure. 
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Starting on the ::oprano F in measure 28 is a 5 note phrase 
uhich is imj_tatod .5 more times :i.n tho next six measures . 
29 . The soprano.,Eb is an ancented passing tone 
as is the alto Gtin this measure and in measure 31~ . 
't8 ABSTRACT 
This study discusses the use of musica ficta, 
and the harmonic and melodic aspects of 
as found-in examples of the madrigal in 
chromaticism 'I 
I' 
'I 
the late 16tli 
I. 
century and the early 17th century. Aspects of the 
Italian madrigal and the levelopment of musica fictal 
I' 
are shown as a basis for the study .of chromaticism. 1: 
jl 
It shows that the chromaticism of the late Italian M~d-
1' 
rigal is the fruition of experimentation with acciden\; 
I' 
tals within the framework of polyphony and the modal :; 
" 
' :1 
system. Many factors enter into the development of this 
II 
chromatic usage. The first accidental in Western mus~c, 
I, 
Bb was carried over from the Greek modes. In the hexa-
!1 
chordal system of the llth century, there were desig- !. 
II 
nations for B (b) and Bb ( b}. The sharp and natural :: 
II 
signs evolved from the former, while the flat sign is 1' 
lj 
I 
still very similar to the latter. 
In monophony, the flat was used for avoiding a 
melodic tritone. As solmization was based on the six: 
'I 
tone hexachord, an early type of transpo~ition, calle4 
I' 
mutation, was used to extend the hexachords and to sing 
accidentals (mi-fa-mi for A-Bb-A, or later, D-Eb-D). :; 
II 
I, 
Secular music in the Middle Ages showed a tende~:cy 
toward modified Dorian {with Bb a minor scale), Lydian: 
" 
~~ 
I 
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(with Bb a major scale), and Mixolydian (with a raised1 
• !I 
leading tone a major scale) modes. The Lydian and Mi~~-
11 [: 
lydian modes both have a major third above the final, ~he 
,I 
I' forerunner of the Picardy third which was common after' 
1450. 
As the final cadence developed the raised leadin~ 
ji 
tone (Cff and ~) was necessary when the penultimate no~es 
I' 
in the lowest part descended stepwise to the final because 
of certain rules developed in.polyphonic usage called 
I' 
musica ficta. :; 
1: 
Idealized 'Palestrina Style' sacred music utilizbd 
I 
only Bb, Eb, ~' c#, a#, ~ccasionally Ab and p#. Thro~gh 
experimentation in extension of the rules; Db, Gb, and,, .A# 
were used. There are numerous examples of Eff and el b~t 
'not often of Fb or cb. 
I' 
Since these rules were not applied with consiste~cy 
II 
• I throughout a piece of music,, tonality'was not establ~shed 
II 
in .. a major or minor mode. One phrase would have a tonal 
II 
flavor while others would not. The compose~ did not have 
to create a ttharmpnictr. situation where it was necessait!¥ to 
I 
use the rules. About the only places where the rules fere 
consistently applied were the final cadences, often.in~ernal 
II 
cadences as well. 1! 
The text is the master of the word, and it is be~ 
.. 
cause of the emotional content of many of the madrigals 
0 
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that chromaticism occurs. A choice of major or minor !;3rds 
,j 
in a triad came to the point of one triad follo~ing a~other 
. :1 
on the same root. The melodic interval of chromatic altera-
n 
tion of' a note, a half tone, is called degree inf'iecti'on. 
II 
Often degree inflection was uharmonizedn by a for-
:1 
mula which is known as a madrigalism simply because ofj\ its 
cqnstant use in the madrigal form. The root of the se6ond 
triad rose or f'ell a major or minor 3rd while degree in-
flection occurred on one or two common tones. · I, 
II 
'I One method of expression melodically was the use 1 of 
a pure chromatic line. A ~ lthough there are very few exten-
~~ 
II 
si ve examples, short fragments are commof.\ .. · I' II 
II 
,, 
Accidentalism is chromatic alteration that aff'ec~,s 
I' 
,, 
or is effected by the vertical intervals of polyphony. i
1 
0 II 
Possible triadic concords or chords increased during th1e 
last half of the 16th century. These were created by 
experimentation in transposition of the 
degrees of the diatonic as well as many 
I 
cadences on a111: 
of the chromatih 
,, 
tones of the modes. The authentic cadence, a V-I progres-
" 
sion, is used in some instances for 
roots through the circle of fifths. 
. h dll excursJ...ons of c or 'i 
II 
In a few of these 1: 
I 
II 
examples composers realized 
b b in chords such as B-E -G . 
transposed V-I progressions, 
posed at various intervals. 
and notated enharmonic tone~ 
Extending the principle of \! 
II 
II 
entire phrases were trans- :: 
I 
Often phrases were repeated 
I 
for emphasis, and ~ts transposition made it doubly effective· 
, 
• 
change in the available melodic intervals . 
All o£ these chromatic deVices brought about some 
II 
• 
